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INTRODUCTORY REVIEW

1989 has been a year of rich harvest for the Institute of High Energy Physics as well
as the one in which even more challenging physics started to be done. Within this year,
Beijing Positron Electron Collider, Beijing Spectrometer and the Synchrotron Radia-
tion Experimental Facilities have one after another passed technical appraisal, and the
35MeV Proton Linac was formally accepted by the State after technical appraisal was
okeyed. Scientific research has been developing healthily with all the research programs
being performed according to plan. Among the 106 research programs, 6 have been
recommended to the Chinese Academy of Sciences for Scientific and Technical Research
Results' Award. In this past year, academic exchanges have been seen active. Several
international conferences which achieved good results were managed to be hosted under
difficult conditions. Technical R fc D work was properly adjusted by intensifying man-
agement of all the companies under the institute and organization of all the sporadic
R & D work carried out by different research laboratories and administrative divisions.
We have just started to introduce abroad some of our scientific and technical achieve-
ments.

Below is the summarized introduction of this annual report:

1 Progress of BEPC Project

Since the realization of collision in 1988, BEPC has been run steadily for more
than 7000 hours with its main performances reaching or surpassing the designed spec-
ifications. The peak luminosity and beam energy spread of BEPC takes the lead in
comparison with the similar colliders in the world in J/il> energy region. In Decem-
ber, 1989, dedicated mode for synchrotron radiation was realized with an energy of
2.2GeV, beam intensity of 100mA, emittance 7.6 x 107«m • rad., vertical bunch size
0.7mm which reached or approached the standard of the synchrotron radiation sources
in the world currently in operation. All the above mentioned has proved that BEPC
can not only provide stable and reliable beams for colliding beam physics research on
Beijing Spectrometer but carry out synchrotron radiation research in parasitic mode
as well, and under dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation it is able to provide syn-
chrotron radiation light of high luminosity for applied research. Thus the construction
goal of "One machine with dual purposes" has been realized.

Beijing Spectrometer was put into position in April, 1989, and started to run in
May the same year. Soon afterwards large angle Bhabha events were observed. On
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July 26, J/il' peak position was pinpointed by measuring the rate of hadron events of
.//V' decay. Through cooperation with the accelerator, better cooperated work mode
was initially explored. Up to the end of the year more than 100,000 J/V' events had
been accumulated. For the next step, debugging and calibration on the spectrometer
will be carried out.

Important milestones of the year:
On July 5, BEPC and Beijing Spectrometer passed national technical appraisal.
In March the installation and commisioning of the three front ends of synchrotron

radiation were completed with 4 beam lines being basically constructed. In April, on
beamline 4\V IA and -1//9/1 the bright spots on the part of visible light of synchrotron
were observed, the first synchrotron radiation wiggler was put into operation, heamline
41VIR was also successfully commissioned. White radiation topography, high sensi-
tivity fluorescence analysis and X-ray excited optical luminescence were carried out on
beamlines 4W1A and 4B9A.

On December 8, the above-mentioned 3 beamlines and the matching experimental
stations passed national technical appraisal.

On May 15, SbMcV Proton Linac passed technical appraisal. After two years'
exploration on isotope production, n i77,67GG, and 14C were developed and manufac-
tured. After tests on animals, all met requirements of clinical use. Devices used to cure
cancer with neutrons were completely installed with the first neutron beam produced in
June, beam performances were also measured. On August 4, the whole project passed
the national technical appraisal. Isotope production and the research of neutron ther-
apy for cancer entered their applied stage. In October, a special workshop on Linac
and its application wae held.

Our computing center is equipped with 3 mainframes (VAX11/780, 11/785, and
VAX8550) which constitutes a VAX cluster system and a. partial network. On March
9, a grand commissioning ceremony for the center was held.

2 Basic and Applied Basic Research
Scientific research has been centered on those o{ high energy physics, cosmic ray

physics and the application of nuclear technology. There were 76 scientific research pro-
grams for the whole year, among which 4 belonged to high technology tracking, 7 were
key programs listed in the 7th National Five-year plan, 46 were funded by the National
Foundation for Natural Sciences, 7 were the key programs of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences.

Great amount of preparations had been done for future experiments on BEPC.
Both theoretical and experimental physicists met on regular basis to discuss and study
physics work. This has become a routine. To further broaden our view, we organized
a Workshop on Charm Physics and Lepton Physics.



New progress was made in cosmic ray astrophysics study. A binary ray pulsar
PSR1820 — 11 was found. A sky map of 7 -ray sources of the Galaxy at energies
40 - 50MeV was obtained. A high altitude large volume scientific balloon (300000m3)
was successfully launched. By using balloon borne high voltage, xenon-filled multiwire
proportional chamber, the hard X-ray radiation from Cygnus was once more observed.
6 events with observable energies higher than lOOOTeV were collected by Mt. Kanbala
emulsion chamber. Following the running of Huairuo air shower array, the construction
of another array of even greater scale for ultrahigh energy astronomy observation was
started.

Except for the good progress achieved in the test of standard model an non-nucleon
degree of freedom funded by the Natural Science Foundation, new research areas,
namely gravitation and cosmology, were opened in theoretical physics.

For the programs related to the high technology tracking project "Free Electron
Laser", all the hardware work was completed for microwave electron gun, wave oscil-
lator, beam allignment system, electron beam fluorescence measurement system, mid-
infrared spectrometer and data processing system and electron beam transport line.
Related research had also been carried out, good conditions were created for installa-
tion in 1990 and the realization of self radiation.

In the area of the application of nuclear technology, we completed experiments and
analysises foe 5 key projects listed in the 7th National Five-year plan. Good results
were also achieved in such areas as environment, materials, biomedicine and geology.

3 R &: D Work of Science and Technology
We fomulated the principle "Adjustment, perfection, support and pioneer" for our

R & D work. We insisted on putting our work emphasis on turning the scientific and
technogical results into products and on pioneering mature technological market. Our
institute and those sporadic R & D work carried out in small scale by different divisions
and labs.

We had organized 23 items of R & D work in small scale, some of which had opened
markets.

On the management of the companies, we carried out rectification on two occasions
in accordance with the unified plan of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Now all the
companies have their own scope of business and technical products. To strengthen
horizontal connections, we had took part in the activities organized by the Beijing
Scientific Commission and Beijing Scientific Association, actively propagating our new
developments in science and technology and popularizing new products.
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Under the conditions of tight budget and workload, we had overcome many dif-
ficulties in fabricating the accelerator for the Corporation for Radiation Technology.
All these had been finished according to schedule and quality control procedures, thus
ensuring the smooth start of preinstai)ation and commissioning in 1990.

We have also accepted orders from Brazil Synchrotron Radiation Lab and BNL,
SLAC in USA for the fabrication of some accelerator components, and accepted the
research and fabrication of the 80MeV electron linac and part of the design work for
2 - 2.5GeV Synchrotron Radiation Light Source on contract basis. All these have
opened new prospects for our international R & D work and the exportation of our
country's high energy accelerator components.

4 Academic Exchanges and International
Collaboration

To carry out academic exchanges both at home and abroad has been our princi-
ple for many years. 1989 was a year of activity. On June 1, our institute and the
China Center for Advanced Science and Technology jointly sponsored the "Interna-
tional Workshop on Relativistic Heavy Ion Collision". To achieve better results, before
the workshop started we organized a preparatory meeting on this subject. But due to
the turmoil and rebellion in Beijing last year, the workshop was forced to adjourn on
June 5. Some measures were taken to make up for that by copying the main lectures
to all who had been present with an aim to reach the goal of academic exchanges.

In August, under difficult conditions after the turmoil and the rebellion we or-
ganized in accordance with our original plan the International Workshop on Weak
Interactions and CP Violation which played an active role in promoting both high en-
ergy physics theory research and experiments, strengthening friendship and academic
exchanges with international high energy physicis community.

We also sponsored such national academic meetings as "Workshop on Charm and
Lepton Physics", "the Fifth Conference on Nuclear Physics at Mid-energy", "the Fifth
Conference on Particle Physics" and "the Annual Meeting of the Chinese High Energy
Physics Society" at which work of the Society in the past four years was summarized
and the most recent developments in various branches of high energy physics were in-
troduced.

The Second Meeting on the Recommendation of Excellent Theses by Young Scien-
tists and a series of lectures on computing physics were held, all these activities have
been of much help to the cultivation of young scientists and to the animation of the
academic atmosphere.
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With the progress of scientific research, almost al! our research labs have developed
into the system of organizing academic workshops or lectures at regular intervals which
are of great help to young people and the activation of academic atmosphere.

In the past year we have entertained 133 foreign visitors, sent about 200 men/year
abroad to study, work and participate in international conferences.

In the past year, 4 academic works were published; 226 theses were carried in aca-
demic journals; among which 69 were carried in foreign journals. Tt has been a tendency
in recent years to send research results, especially theoretical research results directly
to foreign journals for publication.

"High Energy Physics and Nuclear Physics "has been changed into a monthly jour-
nal since 1989, meanwhile part oi the articles of high quality were selected for publica-
tion in English Edition which has got good feedback since its debut. Since publication
of "Knowledge of Modern Phtsics", we have got support from both in and out the in-
stitute with increased number of contributed papers and rich contents. It is becoming
more and more popular in that number of subscribers is on the upbeat.

The compilation of "Beijing Collider News" has come to the right track, which
is published bimonthly in both Chinese and English aiming to report the progress of
BEPC Project and the related research work.

Fang Shouxian
Director of IHEP
February 17, 1990
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I. THEORETICAL PHYSICS

1 Particle Theory

In addition to our previous research areas the preliminary research on gravity and
cosmology was started this year. Altogether, 40 papers were published and 9 contribu-
tions were presented in homestic and international conferences in 1989.

1.1 Weak Interactions and CP Violation

The SU(G) symmetry of the strong interactions among light quarks is used to
analyse the two body weak decays of B mesons (including Bu, Bd and Ba). The
impressive new results for the modes where the B meson decays into charmed baryon
and anti-baryon pairs are obtained. In particular, the Ac dominance in baryonic decays
of B mesons is explained. Research on the properties of the Higgs particle in the
standard models is still in progress and results are expected next year. Further study
of the K° - K° system is done and emphasis is put on the discrimination of the effects
of the isospin violation and CPT violation.

1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics in Background Fields and the Hadronic
Processes

The framework of quantum chromodynamics in background fields is established
to describe the strong interaction including non-vanishing vacuum condensates. The
complete quark and gluon propagators are discussed in this framework and running con-
densate parameters are introduced by assuming 'enormalizability. A modified Callen-
Symanzik equation is derived by taking into account non-perturbative corrections.

Furthermore, the vacuum-background-field method and the modified renormaliza-
tion group equation in the energy region \i < \GcV are applied to correct the Wilson
coefficients in the AS = 1 effective weak Hamiltonian for K —> 2x decays. We find a
change of C± enhances the AI = 1/2 amplitude by a factor of 2 at the scale // = Q.GGeV
for K —* 27r decay.

The quantum chromodynamics in background fields is also employed to discuss non-
perturbative corrections of Bethe-Salpeter equation. The BetheSalpeter equation for
the light mesons is solved in the zeroorder approximation, where only gluon condensate



is considered, and quite reasonable results are obtained.

In addition, a model of pseudo-scalar meson wavefunctions, which moments are
consistent with the QCD sum rule, is proposed. With the pionic non-perturbative
wavefunction the experimental data is analysed in the framework of QCD theory. It is
shown that the phenomenological constraints on Fock state wavefunctions can be pro-
vided, and a deeper understanding of the hadronic structure in QCD can be obtained.

1.3 Lattice Gauge Theory

We continue to study lattice \<j>4 theory in variational-cumulant expansion. The
critical behaviors of expectation values < <j> > have been calculated. It is consistent
with the prediction of trivality (A — 0.25). But, it is not consistent with its predictions
in strong coupling region (say, A = 25). This is due to the fact, those prediction of
trivality is given by mean field approximation and only with perturbative logarithmic
correction.

We also calculate first derivative of the effective potential of A</>4 theory, our results
are consistent with MC data. The free energy of \<f>4 theory is also calculated in this
approach. It is consistent with our numerical calculation from 74 lattice. In this way,
we check the consistency of this expansion approach.

Meanwhile, we also discuss lattice \<t>A theory in mean field approximation with cu-
mulant expansion language. The results of \<f>4 theory in MF approximation reappear.

In order to study non-perturbative effects of universal thermodynamic quantities,
the variational-cumulant expansion method is improved. The two-dimensional Ising
model is studied, the internal energy, specific heat, spontaneous magnetization and
its magnetic susceptibility are analytically obtained, and all thermodynamic quantities
can be strictly written into the cumulant expansion form. By introducing the lattice
ward identity the external source parameters are determined. The result evaluated to
the first order approximation is compared with the 2-dimensional exact results. It is
shown that our results are better than that from the variational-cumulant expansion.

1.4 Glueball Searching

The quark-gluon content, the spin-parity determination, the partial wave mixing for
the new hadron states - r/0(144O), 0//2(172O), £(2230), G(1590), £//,(1420), /2(1270)
are studied. A new and sensitive method of analysis, the generalized moment analysis
method, is also given to determine the spin of new hadron states.

The new hadron states, BEPC physics and the hadron structure will be thoroughly
investigated. By cooperating with the BEPC experimental physicists some impressive
and important work will be completed.



1.5 Extra Z's abd Exotic Skyrmions

The grand unified theories (GUT) of the simple Lie groups including extra Z bosons
are discussed. Under reasonable assumptions, only SU5+m,SOe+4n a n d E& groups are
allowed. The S£/6 and SU7 are considered in detail. Two extra Z bosons which belong
to different broken scales are included in the minimal GUT's with three generations.
Nobizarre fermions are required. The difficulty of proton decay may be resolved.

Moreover, two models of Skyrmions are suggested. In one of them, the Skyrmion
formed by Higgs bosons may be stabilized by the vector mesons Z° and W*. In another,
the Skyrmion is composed of three preons via the interaction with the Higgs.

1.6 Gravity and Wormhole

New wormhole solutions which possesses some non-Abelian internal symmetries such
as SU{2) x SU(2) and 0(4) are obtained. Simplest toy model with local scale invariance
in wormhole solutions are related to flat space solutions by local scale transformations
is studied, implications of the model is exploited.

1*7 Cosmology and Black Hole Physics

In very early universe gravity might obey the Brans-Dicke (B — D) theory. Based
on this idea the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for the B-D theory is established and an
exact solution is obtained. Moreover, a scale invariant model which can unify the grav-
itation and electro-weak interaction is proposed. It is shown that from cosmological
constraints, the mass of Weyl meson in this model should be either extremely light or
extremely heavy. Besides, the relation between black hole thermodynamics and back-
reaction of Hawking radiation is revealed.

In the next step, the metric of space-time when a black hole is in equilibrium with
Hawking radiation from black hole thermodynamics and other basic considerations will
be investigated. Also, the further studies on quantum cosmoloty and wormhole physics
will be conducted.

1.8 Yang-Baxter Equation and Quantum Enveloping Algebra

Recently, the Yang-Baxter equation obtained from the exactly soluablc statistical
model attracted the wide interests of both physicists and mathematicians. Quantiz-
ing the usual theory of angular momentum, we systematically computed the quantum
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, quantum Racah coefficients, the solutions of Yang-Baxter
equation, and the corresponding link polynomials in the quantum sl(2) enveloping alge-
bra. Then, we discussed those in the exceptional enveloping algebra and in the example
of q — sl(3) and find a multiplicity in the decomposition of the coproduct.



In topological quantum field theory a procedure of stochastic quantiztion of the
Chern-Simons gauge field theory on a 3-manifold is presented and the equivalence of
the topological quantum Yang-Mills field theory in 4 manifolds and the expression of
the stochastic quantization of the Chern-Simons theory are proved in the limit of the
weak-coupling.

Meanwhile a general systematical approach to the supergeometric BRST quanti-
zation is developed. The applications to the BRST systems of finite dimensional con-
straints as well as to the bosonic strings is presented.

2 Intermediate and High Energy Nuclear Theory

In 1989, forty one papers were completed, thirty five papers published and six in-
vited talks presented in different conferences. The main results are in the following five
subsections:

2.1 Quark Effect in Nuclei and Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction on
Quark Model

The theoretical researches in this field are mainly in following four aspects:

1. The effect of six-quark clusters on the medium-range nuclear force is carefully
analyzed. By projecting the vvave function of the two nucleon system on to
the wave function of the nucleon-nucleon channel, an effective wave function of
the relative motion, which contains the effect of six-quark clusters, is obtained.
The difference between this wave function and the wave function of the nucleon-
nucleon relative motion, the energy and separation dependences of this wave
function, and etc. are further studied.

2. The N-N scattering is extensively studied by using the effective two-pion exchange
obtained from the quark-antiquark pair creation model. As a result, a consid-
erable amount of the medium-range attraction can be provided by this effective
potential.

3. The decay widths of p-wave mesons are calculated in terms of the quark-antiquark
pair creation model and compared with the experimental data.

4. The effect of the tensor force in the quark cluster model is analyzed.

2.2 Meson-Nucleus Interactions

The studies of the pion capture in nuclei, eta-nucleus optical potential, pion scatter-
ing from nuclei and the pion double charge exchange reactions were carried out in 1989.



By using the many-body field theory, the radiative pion capture in nuclei is sys-
tematically reanalyzed. It is found that the nuclear medium polarization driven by the
spin-isospin interaction is very important for this process. This method is applied to
ft~ captures in nuclei:

By assuming the nN interactions dominated by the JV*(1535) excitation, the eta-
nucleus optical potential is evaluate. By employing this potential the bound n-nudeus
states in light and heavy nuclei can be obtained, but the provided widths for these
states are wider so that, the observation of such states become impracticable.

By using the DVVBA method, the pion double charge exchange reactions at the
energies from a few tens to 'iOOMcV are investigated. All physical factors, which may
affect the excitation functions are analyzed.

In the framework of the optical potential model, ihe excitation functions of pion
scatterings at large angles are studied. The reliability of tlieeikonal approximation in
the treatment of pion-nucleus scatterings arc investigated.

2.3 The EMC Effect and Related Physical Problems

The role of nucleon-nucleon short-range correlations in the nuclear structure func-
tion in the x > 1 region is analyzed. As a result, the experimental data of the nuclear
structure function in the x > 1 region cannot be explained by the effect of nucleon-
nucleon short-range correlations.

The relationship between the nuclear shadowing factor and the spatial overlap of
partons from neighboring nucleons of a nucleus in the small x region is further analysed.
It is shown that the experimental data of the nuclear shadowing effect in the small J-
region can be well explained by using this nuclear shadowing factor.

The problem of nuclear momentum conservation in the EMC effect is discussed
and an extended x-rescaling model is proposed. In this model, the different x-rescaling
parameters should be imployed, for the momentum distributions of the valence and sea
quarks respectively, in the nuclear structure function to keep the nuclear momentum
conservation. With this model, both EMC effect and nuclear shadowing effect can be
well exp;ajned.

By using the extended x-rescaling model mentioned above, the nuclear Droll-Van
process is also studied. As a result, a good agreement between the calculated result
and the experimental data can be obtained.

The recent progress in the experimental and theoretical aspects of the EMC effect
and the quark effect in nuclei are reviewed.



2 1 High Energy Nuclear Collisions

Geometric model in relativistic heavy ion collisions: Based on the work in 1988,
both experimental and theoretical progress in this field are further reviewed. The ge-
ometric model based on the participant-spectator picture is continuously applied to
filling the CERN and BNL data, and compared with the other geometric model, in-
dependent N - N collision model. It is shown that the geometric property plays an
• •si-ionlial role in heavy ion collisions.

Preliminary study of new phenomena in relativistic heavy ion collisions: Based on a
i- view of different possible aignatures of the formation of 14GP in relativistic heavy ion
collisions. The result shows that it is impossible to reach the experimentally obtained
IMTIMS*1 of h'+ /n+ ratio by a model only including secondary collisions.

High energy h - A collisions: The high energy scattering data of p,n,k and a
(olliding with different targets are analyzed. Special attention is paid to the inelastic
Mattering on deformed or vibrational nuclei.

2.5 The Nuclear Double Beta Decay

Nuclear double beta decay, as a sensitive low-energy test of lepton number con-
servation and a reliable determination of the Majorana neutrino mass, lhas been paid
much renewed attention. In addition to the simple two-nucleon mechanism, the contri-
butions from the double-charge exchange of pions and single-charge exchange of pions
to half-life of 48Ca Gvfift decay are discussed. By using a Jiagrammatic effective op-
erator approach, it is found that the ratio of the nuclear matrix elements (absolute
values) corresponding to the 2AT, x — double — charge exchange and TT — single — charge
exchange mechanism is 50 : 9 : 0.4.

Furthermore, the effect of core-polarization diagram in the diagrammatic effective
^p.-ator approach on Onubetabcta decay of 4SCa is considered, because the nuclear
core-polarization diagram .̂lays an important role in the effective nucleon-nucleon di-
• grains to Of/3/5 seems to be much smaller than that from the usual valence-nucleon
o;.iy mechanism. For both light and heavy neutrino, the effect of the former is approx-
imately 10% of the later. It clearly represents the significant effect which should be
takt'ii into account in the precise calculations of Of/?/? matrix elements. Therefore, it
:liuuid be useful to calculate some high-order core-polarization diagrams in order to
.-'iriiate further the effect from them.



II. EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS

1 Cosmic Ray Physics

1 ! High Mountain Emulsion Chamber (EC) Experiment

K9 EC was also constructed in the experiment on Mt. Kanala in 1989, it is slightly
; aller than K8 EC in scale. Six family events with energy greater than lOOOTeV were
1 lained. It is anticipated that this experiment can be continued in the near several

y MS if thore are no special changes.

In the aspect of experimental analysis, mainly we did the analysis of family event
'a: the form of two concentric rings; seeking and analysis of multi-core and double-core
»vo;.ts; observing the small families with energy less than 200TeV and obtaining pre-
liminary results; observation of muon showers.

In the aspect of exprimental technique, the systematic program of measurement -
(Lita processing - comparison with the relevant simulation results was perfected, and it
was also recommended to be used in Shandong University and Zhengzhou University.
Interrelation between energy calibration and background capacity of film was initially
;-! died. Establishment of multi-user XENIX system on micro-computer was finihslied
H;I • now it is in use.

The main works ah end are strengthening the cooperation among universities, stan-
dardizing data and making full use of it, showiiig more information in the superhigh

i'-^y region.

1.2 EAS Research

Huairuo EAS Observatory have produced preliminary physical results on lateral
distribution of EAS particles, Zenith angle distribution of EAS and EAS frequency
\Uenuation length in atmosphere.

The construction of Tibet Observatory was started from April of 1989. This winter,
v-v finished equipment installation basically together with Japanese cooperators. The
U ntative running have begun from Jan. 10, 1990, with 44 pieces 0.5m2 detectors.



Tibet EAS Array is founded in Yangbajing Valley, 90fcm northwest from Lasa City.
The elevation of array site is 4312m above sea levei. Here, land is flat, climate is
nice, loads are always good, electric power supplied by Yangbajing Geothermal plant
is quite enough, the existent facilities there (such as workshops, green-houses, shop,
bank, postoffice, guesthouses, etc.) are very useful for our long term running and high
quality maintenance.

In early summer of 1990, 16 surrounding detectors will be added and the array will
be extended to 23000m2 over area. Meanwhile, light fibre cables will be connected to
every 64 detectors and Laser Calibration System will be available, UHE-Gamma-Ray
Astronomy Observation will formaly start since then.

1.3 Physics study of Ground-based Cosmic Ray Experiment

Mountain emulsion chamber data has been further analyzed by using two physics
models which fit accelerator data and a proposed primary cosmic ray composition
which is different from proton dominant and heavy dominant ones. Family phenom-
ena at Pamir altitude is discussed. Reviewing by the physics conclusions of present 3
emulsion chamber groups, two possible reasonable configurations of multi-factors de-
termining the experimental characters are suggested.

The further improvement of the geometrical model of hadronic interactions is stud-
ied. An empirical regularity of rapidity distribution is presented. A more reliable
nuclear collision geometry is investigated and a new approach of resolving the cascade
problem is discussed.

In order to fit the underground cosmic ray experiment, a Monte Carlo program
calculating the intensity, spectra and angular distribution of atmospheric neutrinos is
in progress.

1.4 V H E Gamma-Ray Astronomy

A prototype telescope was set up at the top of Main Building of IHEP in May
1989, which comprises three paraxil parabolic searchlight mirrors of 1.5m diameter,
fast photomultipliers (ns), relevant fast electronics, and recording system as well as
timing system. These three mirrors are fixed to aim at zenith with a field of view
of 1.8°. The three-fold coincidence rater is about 4 per minute, corresponding to an
energy threshold of bTeV. Using the prototype, ten observations across the galactic
plane at / = 79.3° were made under cloudless and moonless nights between 26 June and
8 Aug. 1989 on drift-scan mode. The results shows two peaks individually emerged
at R.A. 19/i50ra and 2lh, and a minimum on the galactic equate (see Fig.2.1). The
result gives the ambiguous phenomenon another positive evidence, and announces the
first successsful observation of VHE gamma-ray astronomy in China.
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A telescope in drift-scan type also was completed at Xing Long Station in Oct.
1989 be cooperation between IHEP and Beijing Astronomical Observatory. It has been
successfully tested. And trial observations have been taken since then.

A new timing system with an accuracy of 20/is was completed and passed test in
Dec. 1989, which employs a local oven stabilized crystal clock checked continuously
against the CCTV time signal.

Using the new timing system, a new recording system and a system of monitoring
engineering parameters were designed. Some programs were designed and performed
for analysing and plotting.

2 High Energy Astrophysics

2.1 Detector Part of HEAL

The balloon-born hybrid Hard X-ray telescope has been designed and arranged for
manufacture. It consists of a high pressure Xe multi-wire proportional counter with
thin windows on both sides and a set of NaI(Tl)/CsI(Tl) phoswich scintillation coun-
ters. The total sensitive area of the telescope is 1600cm, the energy range is from 20keV
to 400ikeV\ the field of view is 3(FWHM), the energy resolution are about 10%(60fceK)
and !5%(122keV). The Monte-Carlo simulation for estimating the specification of the
detector system has been done. The main parts of the detectors are under manufac-
turing. Detector electronics, low power on-board microcomputer for data acquisition



and flight system are studied and designed partly. The whole .system will be finished ]:•
1990 and to be a main hard A'-ray balloon-born telescope of High Energy Astrophsi
Laboratory.

A balloon-born hard A'-ray telescope named STAR-1 which consists of a 500cm high
pressure Xe multi-wire proportional counter has been flown on 6th September, 1983.
The main objects of the observation are Cyg A' - 1 and Cyg A' - 3. The data has l><"-::
processed preliminarily and shown that hard A'-ray in the energy range 20 - 15(/k:»
emitted by Cyg X — 1 and Cyg A' - 3 was observed respectively with the leu-j i
significance better than 4 x 10~5 .

2.2 Data Analysis and Theoretical Research of High-Energy Astro-
physics

By analysing the observation data oi the gamma-ray satellite COS — li, wo discowrd
the first binary gamma-ray pulsar PSIU820— 11. obtained the first gamma ray 'naj> i
the Galaxy in 40-50MeV energy range. Following our discovery of the negative coi rev
tion between intensities of high-energy gamma-rays and soft A'-ray emission of Cygr; •••.
X-3 in 1988, we found that there exists a positive correlation between 30 - 50/U •
gamma-ray photons and soft A'-ray emission from Cygnus X-3, and investigation •
accretion disk model of the close binary system was made to interpret this corn1; '
behavior.

Following topics were studied and interesting results obtained in 1989: analysis ••'
soft A'-ray spectra of active galaxy nuclei, galactic and extragalactic diffuse g^mrna-^
emission, search of millisecond gamma-ray pulsar, cosmic microwave background r;<di.
tion, neutrino emission from SN1987A, neutrinos and large scale structure.
of high-energy nuclei-nuclei interactions.

2.3 Scientific Balloon

2.3.1 Balloon Flight

There were 6 high altitude balloons been launched during Aug. to Sept, 19b. >
the observation on hard X-ray radiation of Cyg X-l, balloon microgravity lesi.
atmospheric physics experiment. The details of the balloon flights are list in followii
table.



Scientific Balloon Activities in 1989
Bai. No.

QJ 30-05

QJ 50-05

QJ 300-03
QJ 100-03

QJ30-06

QJ 50-06

Experiment
item

telemetry and
telecommand
system test

microgravity
simulated

balloon test
observation
on Cyg X-l

by high pres. Xe
inflated PMWC

Atmospheric
experiment

micro gravity
simulated lest

Flight
date

8.21

8.27

9.2
9.6

9.13

9.19

Balloon
voiume

(m3)
30,000

50,000

300,000
100,000

30,000

50,000

Gond.
wt.

(kg)
77

27

242
287

223

257

Flight
al.

(km)
35.6

16

43
37

17

20

Flight
duration
(hours)

4.5

1.3

6.5
8.5

1.2

1.3

recovery

s*

s

s

s (mt.
area)

gondola
partly

damage
s

remark

unreachrii
coi!''>ij;

urm-<-i, lied

ceiling

u n n ; ' • ;>• !

cetiiri-.r

* s means successful

One distinct problem in the flights is that three balloons did not reached thi. ••*•:••
ing altitudes. We think it results from balloon film and technology in manufacfi.n;•.:
process. Now we are taking measures to improve this problem.

2.3.2 Balloon Film

In 1989 we have developed 12OOOA:<7 balloon film. The mechanical and physkaj
properties of the film axe lower than that of developed in 1988 at room temperature,
and same as the latter at low temperatute. We used same raw material for both films,
but different manufacturer. Since it is not easy to control the quality of resin and even
products of LDPE we try to test LLDPE and use it for balloon film.

2.3.3 Balloon Launching

We have developed balloon dynamic launching system and put it into use. i ;
gondola release vehicle weighs 15000fc</, and can launching ibOQkg gondola. In 1981>.
all three dynamic launching are successful.

2.3.4 Telemetry Telecommand Technique

One stt PCM command decode system controlled by SCC (microprocessor) Is do
veloped and has been test.
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2.3.5 Superpressure Balloon

Three types superpressure balloons, the diameters are in 2m, 3m, and 4m re-
spectively, are developed. The superpressure range of the balloon on ground test is
from 25g/cm to 75g/cm, we have carried out three test filgts. The ceilling altitudes
are 6.6km, 12.2fcm, and 15.3fcm, respectively. Automatic altitude control is realized
during the flights.

2.3.6 Tethered Balloon

Three types of small volume streamline tethered balloons with the volume of 18m,
30m, and 180m, respectively, are developed. The largest one is already applied in
airborn experiment, and got satisfied result.

2.4 Study of Sp?ce Observation Data Acquisition System

In 1989,we have completed CMOS STD Bus microcomputer system; physics data
acquisition circuit base on singleship microprocessor; step mortar control and drive
circuit for Hard X-ray Telescope Equipment directing; pulse shape discriminator cir-
cuit(PSD); 16-channel thermo-sensor digital control thermo-sensor circuit; light-code
data readout and display circuit and programming some relative astrophysics observa-
tion and balloon enginering experiments software.

One of previous terms, the CMOS microcomputer based on STD BUS is a low
power dissipation and modulized microcomputer system. It includes the system con-
trol card(CPU,JR5'232 - C parallel I/O port etc), SPI/0 card, 12 bit ADC card and
multifunction interrupter/timer card. Because the system take possession of moduliza-
tion, multifunction, low dissipation and flexibility, it is able to fit various kinds of
on-line data acquisition system for astrophysics observation.

Meanwhile, We took part in the balloon launching and the astrophysics observation
experiment with the telescope STAR — / in Autum, 1989.

In 1990, we are working on layout of front-end electronics data acquisition system,
house keeping data collection and attitute control circuitries for Hard X-ray Telescope
IIAPI - 4 system, which is a part of "cosmic ray and high energy' astrophsics obser-
vation" that is an important item in Academia Sinica.

2.5 Data Analysis System of High Energy Astrophysics

Complete the VAX - 11/750 system installing in HEAL LAB; realize 24 hours
no-interrupt operation since 1st April; the CPU avrage rate 70%; establish "Headas"
software environment, on VAX - 11/750, including LPAS for Exosat X-ray data anal-
ysis, TEX word processing software, Nag mathematical operation library, and on IBM
pc, the software for Chinese word processing and text editor. Four reports had been
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made on various scientific meetings.

3 e+e Physics
The Monte Carlo generation program for QED processes was modified to fit the

BEPC energy range. The original program is obtained from F.A. Berends and suitable
for higher energy. The Monte Carlo generation program for the processes of e+e~ —-
e+e~7, /J+A<~7,77(7) now are ready. The analytic approximation of radioactivity cor-
rected cross section for e+e~ —> resonance (such as J/ip, T and z families) has been
developed through Kuraev-Fadin's structure function method. The error to the exact
cross section is of 0.1% order, which is better than that of Jackson and Cahn formulae
extensively used now. The fitting program for J/ip resonance cross section is ready for
use.

The Monte Carlo simulation calculation for J / 0 —> px,k'k and others were done.
The deeper research on the event filtering and on the event selecting is under progress.

Some projects on J/tf> radioactive decay, for example £(2230) existed or not and
how to measure the spin-parity of glueball candidates more reliably, to shine lights on
the properties of glueball candidates, have been got progress.

The Monte Carlo simulation calculation on DoD0 mixing and on the state iP 1 (de-
cay from ^'(3684)) was in study.

4 International Collaboration
4.1 ALEPH Collaboration

4.1.1 Domestic Work

1. The facilities for the measurement of the spatial resolution of staggered-located
double layer of streamer tubes have been built up, which simulates the geometry
arrangement of double layer of the muon detector of ALEPII experiment. The
inductive readout system of the strips attached to the double layer of streamer
tubes, the data acquisition system, including STOS digital electronics and 4700
CAM AC module, and the software analysis part are being prepared. This mea-
surement is needed for Italian collaborators of ALEPH group, and all the facilities
are also similar to the small unit of LVD cosmic-ray experiment, so it has the
meaning of accumulating experiences and trainning.

2. 100 plastic streamer tubes were built for LVD experiment and shipped in Sept,
to Italy as the samples before providing large amount of tubes.
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3. Some software and physics analysis work have been done.
The software package GALEPH for Monte Carlo simulation, JULIA for events
reconstruction, and the ALPHA for physics, have been mounted on VAX and
updated three times. Data tapes of September-October runs of ALEPH on LEP
have been first time mounted on VAX and began to do physics analysis.
By using these data tapes including about 3000 events, several topics in the re-
spect of hadronic inclusive parameters and characteristics i.e. the study of inter-
mittency effect, hadronic inclusive and semi-inclusive distribution characteristics
and rapidity correlation of forward-backward multiplicities, have been calculated
with ALPHA 106.

4. Using GALEPH201 Monte Carlo simulation package and JULIA, the efficiency for
different logic configuration of two double layer of muon detector of ALEPH and
pion-muon identification with multivariate statistics method and road method
have been analyzed.

4.1.2 work at CERN

1. 3600 plastic streamer tubos for the second layer of muon detector of ALEPI1
shipped to CERN and tested. The final finished product rate exceeds 80% and
the quality has been admired by Italian collaborators.

2. 20 muon chambers with dimension of 4x2.5m2 of the first layer middle angle part
and 15 chambers with dimension of 7 X 4m2 of second layer barrel part have been
assembled and tested for the muon detector. The first layer of muon detector has
been mounted on the ALEPH detector in the LEP pit so as to keep on the LEP
first run in August.

3. Some physics analysis has been done, such as the cross check and analysis of
global and inclusive parameters of hadronic events, top quark search, DALI event
plot display software package, etc.

4.2 International Collaboration of L3 Experiment

Before LEP started data runs, L3 off-line work in Beijing were concerntrated to the
following two efforts:

1. Develop data analysis and Monte Carlo simulation software for L3; fast simulation
of hadron showers, energy flow analysis;

2. Study Tau physics for L3 experiment to prepare analysis of T events by Monte
Carlo simulation: event selection, background studies, acceptance, Zo line shape
and T polorization.
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LEf started electron positron collision in August, 1989 at CERN. We take in par! of
the experimental shift of L3 at CERN, and analyze the data both in CERN and ETH,
Zurich, mainly on event selection of Zo —> TT and r physics, as well as new particle
search. We made relevant contributions to the two papers of L3 physics results.

At the same time, the L3 data analysis system has been set up in Beijing. We study
the backgrounds for Zo decay to r pair. We started to analyze r events with emphasis
of e~n identification in r decay products.

In hardware, we work on the R & D of thin gap chambers. The aim of the study ;
to develop the sampling element for calorimeters of next generation detector in SSC and
LHC. The principles of thin gap chamber were investigated in detail. The prototypes of
thin gap chambers with various sizes were produced. The typical geometric parameters
are: the distance between cathode and anode wire is 1.5mm, the distance between
anode wires is 2mm. The characteristics of the chamber were measured, including the
relation between the output charge and HV, the responses to X-ray and /?-ray, pleatau,
tempareture effect ... etc.

4.3 LVD International Collaboration

These works have been done for LVD experiment in 1989:

100 streamer tubes (2.57rclong) used Chinese PVC material have been mad; -..o
sent to Italy.

The read-out strip samples, which is lmm PVC plate with 10/zm copper-pUiing
strips, have been made with a factory.

Some Monte Carlo simulations have been done for LVD experiment: the multiplic-
ity of muon groups and their lateral distribution in LVD; the intensity, spectrum and
angular distribution of muon in Gran Sasso Lab.

The intensity, spectrum and angular distribution of atmospheric neutrino are being
calculated.

In future, some hardware and software will be done foe LVD experiment in CLi.^.

5 Other Physics
5.1 Preparation on Medium Energy Electron Scattering Experi-

ment

A lGeV/c wide-range magnetic spectrometer for electron scattering has been con-
structed during this year.
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The magnet of this spectrometer is a single dipole.

Maximum magnetic strength 2.1 tesla
Gap width 60 mm
Effective magnetic length 123 cm
Uniform field width 30 cm
/ B • eM(at exciting current I=500A) 2.4 Tesla-m

The power supply for this magnet is a silicon controlled constant current set with the
maximum output of 550J4/90K and the long-term stability of 3 X 105/24hours.

The magnetic field at the central plane was mapped by the temperature-stabilized
Hall element with the precision of 3 X 104. The results of the magnetic field distribution
are in good agreement with the theoretical calculation.

The detectors of the spectrometer including multiwire proportional chamber (MW PC),
multiwire drift chamber (MWDC), scintllation counters and lead glass shower detec-
tors are completed.

A proportional wire chamber with the effective area of 12 X 32mm2 and wire dis-
tance of lmm was constructed. The position resolution measured by the radioactive
source is 1.09mm (FWHM).

The whole system of the multiwire proportional chamber includes the MWPC, a
32 — channel preamplifier, 32 — channel amplifier-discriminator, encoder and CAM AC
data acquisition device.

Two multiwire drift chambers with the effective area of 560 X 80mm2 are completed.
The main performances of the MWDC measured by the radioactive sources are:

Energy resolution for 55Fe X-ray 20%
Gas multiplication 104 - 105

plateau length 300 V
Electron drift velocity 50 fi/ns
Position resolution 280 micron

The whole system of multiwire drift chamber includes two MWDC, a total of 49-
channel peramplifier-discriminators, left-right discriminator CAMAC modula, 2228A
TDC modula and CAMAC data.
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A large-area (600 X 170mm2) scintillation counter has been constructed. It consists
of four TV £110 plastic scintillators (150 X 170 X 10mm3) and four GDB50 photomul-
tipliers. The time resolution measured by ̂ Co is 1.3ns.

A lead glass shower detector (680 X 115 X 400mm3) has been constructed, It consists
of six pieces of ZF\ type lead glass and six GDB100 photomultipliers. The spectrum
measured by ̂ C o and cosmic ray are obtained.

5.2 Search for a Low Mass Neutral Particle in Nuclear Procssses

This project, supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China, is to
search for a light neutral particle decaying into two photons in the process of nuclear
deexcitation by employing reaction nC(p,p')12C at the 3bMeV proton linac of IHEP.
An experimental resolution of its existence is of great interest to both particle physics
and nuclear physics.

Most elements of the experimental setup have been ready for installation. They are
the main detector-a 6 x 6 BGO array for photon detection, a large NaI(Tl) detector
for monitoring the gamma spectrum from the 12C target, a plastic scintillation counter
system to be used in anti-coincidence with the main detector, the shielding material
and the target chamber.

Preliminary measurements followed by data-taking are planned in 1989 as soon as
the proton beam with sufficient intensity is available for experiments.

5.3 Construction and Study of BGO Crystal Array for Electromag-
netic Shower Calorimetry

After extensive studies on the various properties of small and large size crystals, a 6 x 6
BGO crystal array was designed and built. The construction of the array has been
completed at the beginning of 1988. It was then tested by using 4 — 2lMeV photons
from the reactions 1 9F(p,a,7)1 60, 7Li(p,j)8Be, uB(p,y)12C and 3H{p,j)4He at the
2.5MV Van de Graaff accelerator of IHEP. The response for photons has been shown
to be linear over the whole range and the energy resolution obtained is much superior
to that of the other BGO arrays so far existing.

To this date we have accomplished, among other things, a systematic study of the
properties of BGO for the detection of photons and other particles, a study of the
radiation effects of BGO induced by gamma rays and its curing, tests for the main per-
formance of a large number of long crystals, a study of the light output optimization
and the longitudinal uniformity of the light output on long crystals, and the feasibility
tests for some calibration schemes on a 3 X 3 BGO array.
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A few technical issues have been investigated and settled during the work on the
development of the BGO array, such as the requirement of the linearity over a wide
dynamic range for the crystal readout, the requirement of the temperature stabilisa-
tion for the BGO array, the design and implementation of the on-line data acquisition
syrJom, etc. The 6 x 6 array as a prototype of a large scale electromagnetic calorimetry
at c+t:" collider affords experience in both hardware and software.

The 6 x 6 BGO array will be used as a photon detector in the experiment to search
for a short-lived light neutral particle in nuclear processes.

5.4 Research of Magnetic Confined Electron Clouds

A small magnetic confinement facility MC - 1, consisting of 2 magnetic coils, 5
dwtrodes, 2 rf probes, a Faraday cup and vacuum system, has been constructed. The
electron clouds supported by a Penning discharge have been successfully confined. The
experiment are in progress.

Theoretically, the axisymmetrical self-sustaining magnetic confined electron clouds
are studied by means of the fluid theory in the clouds have been derived. Three pro-
grams simulating the stable electron clouds are developed. They are used to study the
electron diffusion and escape, and the energy transport in the electron clouds.

u,5 Preliminary Research of the Particle Detection Using High Tc
Superconducting Films

This work is supported by Superconducting Key Task Team of Chinese Academy
of Sciences (SKTT). The following works of this subject were finished this year:

The reference investigation, technical demonstration and parameter estimation had
been finished. It is indicated that, the particle detection using high Tc superconducting
£!iiis is possible and has its own advantages.

As the first stage, some sets were assembled, they are Ihe constant current power
supply DC, sawtooth pulse oscillator, ladder-shaped pulse generator and wide-band
differential amplifier. And the liquid nitrogen system was also established.

The experiments of beta-particle irradiating superconducting flms were carried out
since October 1989. The beta-source was 50/ic 905r-90K, the thin YBaCuO films were
prepared by SKTT. During measurements it was observed that the critical current Ic
behaves as the functin of irradiation dose (see Fig. 2.2). The odd numbers represent
experimental points measured 10 hours later after irradiation, but the even numbers
were measured immediately. Both the two curves have their own maximum value, and
they can reach up to initial Ic.
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Fig.2.2 Relation between critical current Ic and dose
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III. BEIJING ELECTRON-POSITRON COLLIDER
PROJECT

1 The Electron Linac

1.1 Operation

As the injector of the BEPC storage ring the 1.1/lAGeV positron/electron linac
operated for 243 days in 1989 from March 30 to July 10 and from September 1 till
23rd next January. During this year operation the linac provided 205 days of beam to
the storage ring corresponding to an operating efficiency of 84%; 14 days were spent
in starting the machine and 24 days in fixing failure, which took about 16% of the
operation time. Table 3.1 shows the failure in detail.

Table 3.1 A Short List of Failure in The Linac Operation
Devices

Breakdown of electrified barbed wire
Vacuume leak-hunting
Changing the beam monitor BCT2
and vacuum pumping
Replace electron gun and pumping
Gun parameter adjustment
Phase control failure
Water cooling system failure
Failure of pulsed modulators

Failure Time
(days)

3 (3 times)
3

2
2
1
1
1

11

The positron beam intensity / + measured with the monitor TP11 dowstream the
switch magnet in the positron transport line was about 1.5 — 3mA in comparison with
2mA of the design value. The 7+ was 2.5 — 3mA in the period from April to June as
the electron intensity bombaarding the target was high and the output power of No.2
and 3 klystrons were in a normal condition (Pi = 16.6MW,P3 = 10.7MW). Closing
to its lifetime, the gun provided a lower intensity electron beam and the reduction of
voltage-resisting of the accelerating wave guides made a lower power output of No.2
and 3 klystrons (P2 = 12MW, P3 = 6MW), and then 7+ reduced to about 1.5 - 2mA
in the period from September to October. With a new electron gan, the I+ returned
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to about 2 - 2.5mA in the last two months.

By the end of 1989, 16 sets of klystrons operated over 10000/irs, and no one was
replaced. 6 sets of them operated at 20 - 22MW power level, and in the l.lGeV op-
eration 3 — 4 sets of klystrons were stood by. So the electron beam energy could be
raised to l.65GcV, and the positron energy could raised to lAGeV. This shows the
design energy value of phase 2 of the linac can be reached.

Still, there were some problems in the linac operation in the year. The microwave
power resistance of the first 6 sets of accelerating wave guides 40-^45 were not enough,
which was unfavorable for increasing the positron intensity. The linac is in manual
control in the local station and need to be put in the central computer control. The
phase adjustment as well as the automatic phase lock systems need to be upgraded.
The amplifier of the beam current monitor need to be added in order to detect the
positron beam easily. Finally, some of the electric elements in the modulators such as
the power plugs, pilot relay of the transformers, even voltage resistances, condensers of
the peak reverse net and etc. need to be replaced step by step with the high quality
elements.

1.2 Maintenance and Improvements

The machine was maintained in such a way that any failure in the daily opera-
tion was fixed at ones and during the shutdown period it was overhauled. The major
maintenance work in 1989 was as follows: the pulsed high voltage cables in 16 sets of
modulators were all replaced; the motors of the variable transformers were examined or
repaired, the resistances and the condensers of the peak reverse net were all replaced;
the electron gun was repaired 4 times, and the cathode-grid assembly was changed
once; leak hunting of the vacuum system were done 5 times; the offside of the positron
target were fixed 3 limes; power supplies of the positron system were all overhauled; a
probe of beam current transformer was changed 3 times due to leakage.

The Improvement of the linac includs following items:

1. To increase the intensity of the electron gun from 4A to 7A. The body of the gun
was processed, the shape of the cathode was calculated; a high current trigger
was done; the order of a high current package for cathode-grid was made; and a
high voltage ceramic sleeve was in trialmanufacturing.

2. To increase 8 set of triplet magnets with larger aperture and their power supplies.
3 sets of them were installed.
It was estimated that the positron current would increase from 6mA to IOm/1
when the above two items are completed.

3. To improve the positron target system. It was planned to move the cooling tube
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of the positron lens to the outside of the chamber in order to avoid cooling water
leaking into the accelerating tubes. The mechanical design was finished.

4. Fine tuning for beam energy. The energy stability of the beam injected into the
storage ring should be less or equal to 0.6%, while during a long time opera-
tion the various perturbations would cause a beam energy drift. According to
the difference of brightness on two block fluorescent targets in the arcs of beam
transport lines, and then the phase of the output microwave of a klystron was
controlled automatically by a microcomputer.

5. Phase stability improvement. The phase adjustment system for the 16 sets of
klystrons worked manually, and it need to be put in a phase-block loop. The
scheme was determined and some tests were made.

6. The lifetime test of the new traveling tube. It was shown that its lifetime increased
more than 10 times.

7. The now high voltage capacitors were tested.

1.3 International Cooperation

10 sets of accelerating tubes, 2 sets of energy doublers and 3 sets of high power
phase shifters, 2 sets of 'Sdb couplers, 7 sets of directional couplers and several various
waveguides and some other devices had been measured and tested before they were
exported to BNL, SLAC of USA and Brazil.

1.4 Test B e a m

Owing to very narrow incident electron pulse (2.5ns) and very small duty factor
(3.1 X 10~8), the total amount of pions produced by electrons at the target is small,
so we enormously improved the shielding to reduce the background. Now the TOF
spectra for different pion moments have been measured with two different methods.
Two sets of TOF spectra obtained with these two methods agree with each other, they
show clearly two separate peaks of pions and of positrons. Maximum counting rate of
pions is about 4Q0/l50Qscc, and the background is very low. The data is in accordance
with Monte Carlo simulation. Signals produced by positrons in the Cherenkov detector
are also observed.

2 Storage Ring

During the year of 1989, the commissioning of BEPC storage ring continued to
make good progress. There were two rounds of operation since the beginning of April.
Towards the end of the year, the machine had operated \888hrs in total for machine
development, experimental physics, synchrotron radiation and inspections.
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It successfully passed acceptance test in May, then national technical appraisal in
July respectively, both organized by CAS (Chinese Academy of Sciences) and the lead-
ing group of the BEPC. Operation of thousands of hours has proved that the main
technical specifications and the performances have reached or surpassed the design re-
quirements.

During the two times of scheduled machine-shutdown, all of the subsystems were
maintained, readjusted snd improved. The machine stood a severe nature test at mid-
night of October 18-19, when the earthquake of magnitude between 5.6 — 6.1 on the
Richter Scale took place at the juncture of Shanxi and Hebei provinces, about 2Q0km
northwest from Beijing. While the rooms shaked significantly and dust fell down from
ceiling three times, the storage ring held beams in collision with high luminosity, long
lifetime and good orbit as usual.

As the results of improving the machine performance, the latest machine status was
as in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Latest Machine Status of Storage Ring

In the J/psi energy region:
Collision beam current / + + / " — 20mA + 20mA
Peak luminosity 2 X 103orm"25-1 (without BES solenoid field)

1.1 X IQ^cm-'2*-1 (with Ikgs solenoid field of BES)
Average luminosity 6 x 1029cm~2.s~'
Maximum luminosity /, = 40nb~l/day
Beam lifetime 8 - 12 hours

Under the energy of 2.2 GeV:
Collision beam current I+ + T~ = 3QmA + 30mA
Peak luminosity 7 030cm~zs~]

For the dedicated synchrotron radiation mode with the energy of 2.2 GeV:
Beam current / = 1537(1/1
Natural emittance c = 7.6 X lQ~Rmrad.

Now the main efforts arc being concentrated on the diagnosis of some of beam loss
and enhancement of peak luminosity under the condition of high solenoid field in BES.

2.1 Beam Dynamics and Commissioning

The beam dynamics studies wore mainly on the following issues: the operation area
search and its optimization; beam-beam interaction study and luminosity enhance-
ment; single beam current, limitation and instability studies; enhancement of the beam
injection efficiency, especially the reason of the difficulty in the second beam injec-
tion; compensation of the effect, of BES solenoid field on the luminosity with skew
quadrupoles (SQ); correcting the effects of the synchrotron radiation (SR) wiggler; the
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dedicated SR configuration calculation and its testing; the machine parameter mea-
surement; and others. The results of ail of these efforts were already summarized in
the "latest machine status" mentioned above.

The researches showed that with the operating area of vx = 5.8,vy = 6.8 the higher
luminosity could be expected; as the coupling impedance was well controlled, there was
no significant beam instability being observed; the second beam injection concerned
not only with the position and angle of the injected beam, but also with the energy
matching between the storage ring and the transport line, the strength and polarity of
two pair separators and closed orbit in the ring.

Two pairs of SQ's were used for compensating the coupling effects caused by the
detector solenoid during beam injection. As no ideal results were given, a proposal of
new pair of SQ's nearby the injection point intonted for compensating the luminosity
reduction was carefully studied and simulated, from that the parameters for their de-
sign and machining were obtained.

A preliminary scheme for the wiggler effect correction was calculated. A dedicated
SR operation mode was well studied and successfully tested. As the results, the beam
emittance as low as 7.6 X 10~8mrad and beam current as high as 153/n.4 has been
reached.

The difficulty of second beam injection was overcome after eliminating the setting
error of the bending magnet's current, and the filling time was dramatically decreased.
The electron injection rate increased to 2mA/sec while the positron injection rate -
2 - 3mA/min.

2.2 Magnet System

According to the requirement for monitoring the beam energy of BEPC, a reference
bending magnet has been installed in the place nearby the tunnel by the end of this
year. The magnet is exited in series with all of bends of the storage ring, whose field is
measured by NMR.

The wiggler magnets ECW to be used in BEPC were measured by using the long
coil method with exitation current of 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500/1.

24 pieces of quadrupole WLQ-118 with large aperture </)llSmm were measured by
means of rotating long coil. These magnets were intended for the purpose of improve-
ment of the beam emittance in linac and were already installed on the beam line.

A new project of mini-beta magnet was discussed and its preliminary design was
completed.
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2.3 Magnet Power Supply and Injection System

During the spring machine shutdown, all of the B k Q power supplies wore read-
justed and tested. As a result, the performance of current stability was improved.

It was discovered, that some of the power supplies of ring's correcting magnet were
unreliable in switch on-offand polarity change operation due to insufficient voltage for
long distance connection. Therefore the relative circuit boards of all of the correcting
magnet power supplies were modified to solve the problem. In addition, in order to
gain better reliability the regulating circuit was simplified.

For the PFN high volatage charging source of kicker magnet 6 sets of DC stabilized
power supplies were changed and the operating point of high power transistor 3DG\ \G
was improved to raising the reliability.

Large amount of spare circuit boards has been made, which will basically meet the
needs of maintenance.

There was a difference between the monitoring values of Bend's current in the central
control and local place respectively, discovered during the second round of operation,
whose magnitude was of order of 0.5/4. The DCCT was proved OK. After increasing the
isolation between the electronics crate of the DCCT and the cabinet of power supply
the problem was eliminated.

2.4 RF System

Since the RF system was put into operation trouble with the RF tuner occurred
several times, mainly on the moving part. A new tuner of the west cavity was installed
to replace the old one. As a final solution, a new non-contact type of tuner has been
designed and is being machined.

The independent cooling water system for both of west and east RF amplifiers was
installed to improve the water quality. Before that the RF amplifiers shared a common
cooling water system with the coils of the magnet system, which was more easily lo
make the water purity decreasing.

On the side of low-level system and local control, the performances of the control
loops were measured on line again; the fluctuation on the control loop of the west cavity
was discovered and the improvement of its stability is being undertaken; the improve-
ment of the interface for protective control of stepping motor was completed.

Among the troubles and failures of the RF system occurred in 1989, most of them
concerned with the RF amplifiers, of which considerable attention should be given to
in the- coming year.
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3 Instrument and Control

In 1989 the computer control system and beam diagnostic system worked over 5000
hours with success and the hitch time this year was less than 70 hours. During BEPC
running, many units and devices in our system were maintained and improved. The
accuracy of BPM was increased. The interference of the bending magnets was removed
so reading on center console became more exact and its accuracy reached 0.1%. The
speed of STDZ operation was quicker and the run time was reduced from 10 minutes
to 4 minutes. We added kicker switch on center console so as to operate conveniently.
The VCC test system was rebuilt, it can be used to test VCC moduls off-line. The
software version of VAX 11/750 computer system was updated from 4.2 to 4.5 in order
to reduce system lock. The database backup program was modified which raised the
efficiency of using tapes fivefold.

There are some problems to be solved:

1. The mechanism of tune-tune shift in Q measurement has not been understood
yet, so a better way to measure has not been found and it is difficult to get correct
reading in some configurations;

2. The divergency angle in the synchrotron light monitor (6 mrad) went beyond the
adjustable limit of the imaging system, so the imaging system should be modified;

3. When tuning knob on center console the control system reacted slowly sometimes.

Furthermore, the following tasks have been completed this year:

1. Developing the beam current monitor program;

2. Sending the luminosity display to MCC building from experiment hall;

3. Completing the main interlock system and passing the national appraisal;

4. e~/(+ beam intensity observation can be easily switched and the measurement
of c+ emittance on the exit of linac lias been realized;

5. c+ facula was found by using the method of the synchrotron light monitor. The Y
size of beam profile was measured with RLO\28SQ photo diode array component
and bunch length was obtained by a streak camera.

6. 3 MASK control drivers were installed and the interlock of wiggler magnet has
been done;

7. The excit amplitude of measurement was increased and frequency calibration was
finished. It is easy to measure ?,y and the accurecy is 1.5 X 10~5.
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4 Beijing Spectrometer (BES)
As moving to first intersection point of BEPC, Beijing Spectrometer (BES) started

the test run and debuging run with two period of collider beam in 1989. The result
of national technical appraisal for BES show that an important transformation from
construction to data taking and of physical analysis has been confirmed. Both of run-
ning stability and of running reliability proves BES, being a completed spectrometer
system, is in good working condition. The collected data on J/ip reached a few hun-
dred thousand events provide for calibration of constant and debugging of property for
subdftectors of BES.

4.1 BES Detector System

The central drift chamber, endcap of time of flight counter, endcap of shower counter
and the door of BES were assembled at the local position of BES. Then BES got the
running at collider beam condition as a complete system.

The magnetic shield of luminosity monitor was installed and the online subsystem
of luminosity monitor was connected with VAX 11/785 computer. Luminosity monitor
is in good working at magnetic field strength 4000Gs and the luminosity of BEPC can
be display exactly.

Main drift chamber is okey in every time of debuging run. Its throe gas monitor
chambers have been prepared.

The identity between 96-output signal amplitude and time for the barrel time of
flight counter was adjusted. The online adjustment of laser monitor which the eigentic
time resolution can be measured was done. The efficiency of each time of flight counter
was obtained by means of data analysis for both of Bhabha events and of hadronic
events.

BES muon counters and its electronics are in good shape and are in good running
perfectly. The performance parameters of muon counters (position resolutionn in z-
direction aad in r — <p plane, detection efficiencies for single wire for a charged particle,
etc.) have been obtained using the cosmic ray data. The signal-noise threshold, pulse
height spectrum of output, position resolution along wire direction and other parame-
ters for a muon counter module have been measured.

The assembly of N-pentane was installed. The barrel shower counter is able to work
in SQS mode and available high voltage. Endcap shower counter was able to operate
with nonflammable gas 33.4%Ar+ 66.4%C02 in SQS mode also. A monitor system
was set up to investigate the influence from gas, temperature etc.

The power supply of BES solenoid magnet was tested before operating. The cur-
rent value and waveform of power supply can be shown in counting room. The safety
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warning system of BES, including gas, high voltage, temperature and so on, was set
up. This system and its interlock controll system were in good working.

A gas mixture with mass flow controller was carried out and test cf performances
was done.

4.2 Data Acquisition and Analysis System of BES

The trigger system of BES got a key progress in 1989. During the period of ad-
justing and debuging run, the higher event rate was got at luminosity I030cm~2sec~1.
A sot of trigger condition according to different physical requirement was obtained in
table form which is to be understand easily and is convenient for correction.

The BES online system started its stable running phase with many refined func-
tions. A good running environment, including a set of user-defined DCL commands and
I/O files management, was set up. The data acquisition for the two kinds of interrupt
sources (BES main trigger events and luminosity monitor events) is successfully per-
formed. The sealer data from luminosity monitor and BES trigger system are properly
road, written onto tape and displayed according to a scheduled timer. The software
version of data acquisition programs, database and histograming routines are renewed
many times. It makes the on-line system with refined functions to meet the various
requirements of the BES detector's overall checkout. The acquisition and analysis of
TOF laser data are also well done. The on-line system can now make TOF laser test
sciiodulcly during the BES data taking period. The HV monitor L .ogram developed on
VAX 11/785 has been put into run. The voltages for the type SY — 127 of IIV supply
can be easily set and monitored. A part of hardware test routines used for crate verifier
test is also put into run. The system maintenance for VAX 11/785 and its peripheral
devices including VCC device and various CAMAC modules is well done. A very good
hardware environment is created for the BES on-line system to be in proper run.

The off-line data analysis system of BES was under large progress in 1989. TliTee
renewed version 1-3 of SOBER, and DRUNK have been got. The user's interface and
command process which were convenient to I/O files and to submit job was set up. The
Monte Carlo event generators (such as J/tft decay into pir and K*K) were carried out.
Some driver codes for vertex reconstruction, neutral track reconstructuon and dE/dx
won; set up also. The reformed and rewritten of event filter codes were carried out. The
three hundred thousand events (including 1.8 X 105 J/ip, 7.5 X 104 bhabha, 1.2 X 104

di-muon. 3 X 10'' cosmic ray events) was obtained. These events are able to provide to
calibrate constants and to make adjustment of subdetectors of BES.

4.3 On the Running of BES

The first debuging run of BES started on May 3, 1989. Before BES was moved to
the intersection point of BEPC, all of signal cables and high voltage cables had been
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reconnected. The first large angle bhabha scattering event was taken on May 15 (Fig.
3.1). The hadronic event produced from J/ij> decay was observed on June 22,1989 (Fig.
3.2). The correct position of Jfrp peak was found (Fig. 3.3). The main performance
indexes of BES, such as the solid angle, position and time resolutions and particle
identification, have ail reached the design requirement. The appraisal committee spoke
highly of the construction of BES.

Fig.3.1 e+e" -> Jfif> e+e
event observed at BES

Fig.3.2 J/tf> —• hadron event
observed at BES

The second debuging run of uES started in first ten days of September, 1989.
Some disturbance signal (came mainly from ground line and from high frequency sig-
nal source) were excluded well. Then an average event rate of BES being 3Hz was
obtained at luminosity 8 x 1029cm'2sec'1 in peak energy region.

The result of two running periods show clearly that BES is in good working with
luminosity larger than 1 x 1030cm"2sec'1, and with total current strength of beam
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Fig. 3.3 J/ij> resonance

reaching at 40mA.

5 Synchrotron Radiation
1989 saw substantial progress in Synchrotron radiation laboratory. Installation and

commissioning of all three front end parts of SR lab were completed by the end of
March, and SR light was transmitted into the beam lines on April 3rd. Three pho-
ton beam lines were set up and aligned. Some physics on white radiation topography,
X-r&y induced fluorescence, A"-ray excited optical luminescence experiments were per-
formed, since September 3rd. Three beam lines and one experimental station passed
the examination of an appraisal committee on Dec.8th and the X-ray photo- acoustic
effect was observed.

5.1 Front Ends

All three front ends were completed and worked well in the commissioning of BEPC
on April.

The vacuum system of three front ends had reached or exceeded the level set in the
design.

It was 5 X 10~10 torr or trends vacuum was 3 x 10~9 torr for beam line 4W1 and
3Bl,and 7 X 10~u torr or trends vacuum was 1 x 10~9 torr for beam line 459.
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5.2 4HTxA (Topography) beam lines

The high flux photon beam line 4H71 /I for topography was completed in Nov.
1989, and passed the examination of an appraisal committee on Dec.8th. The photon
intensity was measured and reached the designed level. A batch of white radiation
topography pictures of different samples was taken.

5.3 AW1B ( E X A F S ) Beam Lines

The beam line AW IB from the wiggler SRWl was performed. The synchrotron
radiation spectrum was- measured and SR photo-acoustic effect was observed first time
in our lab.

The beam line 4W1B passed the examination of an appraisal committee on Dec.
8th. The test of the double crystal fixed exit monochromator was started in laboratory.
The rocking curve of ulSi crystal for Cu — Ka and the Cu Ka\, KQ\ peaks were
measured by using a conventional A*-ray generator. The results were consistent with
calculation.

5.4 Insertion Device

SR dedicated Wiggior system SRWl consists of three parts: the wiggler magnet,
the stabilized current power supply and computer control. All three parts were com-
pleted and tested by the end of March. Fir.«t commissioning took place on April 3rd,
intense SR from the wiggler was obtained and measured. At maximum magnetic field
of 1.8 Tesla, additional closed orbit distortion is less than 0.5mm, indicating perfect
compensation. Since then SRWl has been operated for 400 hours. On Dec. 8th SRWl
went through an acceptance test organized by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Ac-
tually this means a new step in the development of SR. light source in China - not only
SR but also high performance SR from dedicated insertion device.

Unique design with "Zero compensation at maximum field" was adopted which al-
lowed switching off the compensating power supply and the computer while operating
the wiggler at maximum field.

This was also the first time in BEPC magnet power supply control to use a Chinese
made 12 digit highly stabilized DAC module instead of JC digit DAC card from abroad.
This improved the stability to 2.8 X 10~5/12/tr and made the control unit compact and
with higher performance to price ratio.

Some feasibility work was done in the year. The order of NeFeB permanent mag-
net material and vanadium pcrmendur for the next wiggler SR.W3 (8 pole permanent
magnet) was placed. The materials arrived ajid were tested. Systematic measurements
of NeFeB from industry showed the uniformity of individual block was within +30%.
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A 25 pole model undulator was designed and fabricated .Testing are now underway.

5.5 459,4 U H V Focusing B e a m Lines

The beam line 459/4, a h.hmrad focusing SR. beam line from BEPC bending mag-
net port with four beam branches, was performed and passed the examination of an
appraisal committee on Dec. 8, 1989.

On April 3rd, the beam branch 4.09.4 - VUV got its first focused UV light output
through a sapphire window. Since then, a series of measurements for the absorption
spectrum of GGG : Nd3+ and YAG : Nd3+ in the 1800 - 4600,4 wavelength region
have been done. Some UV radiation effect experiments for DNA samples have also
been started.

On July 1st, the beam line 4B9A — WX branch got its focussed 3.5 - 7keV white
X-ray beam output. A numbers of X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) exper-
iments were performed using X- rays focused by a glancing incidence bent cylindrical
mirror. The XEOL data of FFF : Nd3+ and LaFZ : Nd3+, which was observed for
the first time, were reported on the SRI-89 Berkeley symposium.

The T-structure UHV double crystal fixed exit monochromator for 4B9A has been
tested using a laboratory X-ray generator and installed into the beam line. The on-
line calibration are now underway. One of the T-structure UHV monochromator was
exported to Brookhaven National Lab. USA. for NSLS new undulator beam line July.

The vacuum system of 4B9A was operating well and keeping the whole beam line
in UHV range since March 1989.

5.6 4B9B UHV SX-VUV SGM Beam Lines

The beam line 4B9B, a 4.5mrad spherical grating monochromator (SGM) VUV
and soft X-ray beam line, was installed and pumped down to the UHV range May 1989.
A beryllium window with phosphor screen was temporary installed into the beam line
downstream of the prefocusing mirror chamber to monitoring the beam position with
BEPC different operating mode.

Except the four laminar gratings, the 4B9B monochromator system and intelli-
gent controllers have been developed for the synchrotron radiation instrumentation for
beamlines and also for experiment stations. During the examination of an appraisal
committee on Dec, 1989, 80A' steps per second maximum speed was reached by BC02
stepping motor drivers, and Ifim positioning repeatability by BA series stages.
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5.7 Topography Station

The construction and commissioning of the White X-Ray Camera (WRC) was
completed . Using this WRC, which was installed at the beam line 4W1A, a batch of
topography pictures on new crystal materials were successfully obtained. Besides, the
design, construction and adjustment of the multifunction environment chamber, hutch,
laser alignment set and shutter controller were completed also.

Most of the topography station of synchrotron radiation was completed and passed
the examination of an appraisal committee.

At beam line 4W1B, the X-Ray excited fluorescence spectrum of a single hair,
many other biological and mineral samples were detected by a Si(Li) solid state detector
and analyzed by a multichannel microanalyzer. The scanning fluorescence analysis of
maganese-nodule from the bed of the Pacific ocean was also performed.

5.8 EXAFS Experiment station

A standard 4-channel V/F converter and a gas flowing/filling system were man-
ufactured,and the whole ion chamber system for EXAFS experiments was calibrated.
The wires in the 176 X 176mm2 multiwire proportional chamber were strung. A 15K
low temperature environment chamber was installed and examined. A stand of mul-
tidimensional freedom for the laser aligner was fabricated. A controller for the X-ray
beam shutter was installed and examined. The hutch for EXAFS experiments and the
attached equipments were installed.

The X-ray laboratory was equipped. A 12fcW rotating anode X-ray generator was
checked, installed and put into operation.

The programs for testing SMC - 2000/5MC — 200 controller and driver for driv-
ing stepping motor, and for 4010/4014 mode graphic drawing were developed on the
PDF - 11/53 computer. The on-line software for laboratory EXAFS spectroscope ex-
periment control and data acquisition was developed on the IBM PC/XT computer.The
EXAFS experiment data analysis program package of Daresbury Laboratory of U.K.
was implanted on the MICRO VAX/II computer.The routine maintains and inspection
of the MICRO VAX/II computer made it run normally for over 2000hrs this year.

5.9 Photoemission Spectrometer Station

The installation and adjustment of the photoemission specifications were checked,
The spectra of XPS and UPS were obtained with angle integrate and angle resolving
analyzer respectively, it showed the specifications of the spectrometer met with the
needs of physics design basically. Some problems found in assembly were solved. Source
program and software applied for SR were studied and improved. The instruments and
computer were operated.The whole photoemission spectrometer was shipped to the lab
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in June. The design and processing of the plate table had been completed. Some
equipments for study of surface physics had been ordered.

5.10 Diffraction Station

An oscillation camera produced by Nonius Company, and UV/VIS spectrometer
were installed and tested. A precession camera, and a Huber 6 circle diffractometer
were installed also. Adjustment and measurement of 6-circle difTractometer matching
with the multi-dimension motion table were performed, and eventually they were in-
stalled in the Hutch of experimental station. Preparation works for experiments on SR
beamline were done.

X-ray spectrum measurement system, which was used to obtain the X-ray spec-
trum from beamlines 4W1 and 4IJ9 worked well.

The following software were completed: CAMAC driver softwaie, CAMAC testing
software, data acquisition software for powder diffraction and controlled program for
multi-dimension motion table which controlled by computer PD.P 11/53.

Photo-electron measurement apparatus used for studying surface structure of ma-
terial were designed and sent to factory for manufacture.

5.11 The Small Angle Scattering Experimental Station

A small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) camera was designed for SR. The on-line
control and data acquisition system was ready. A photo -electron detector system was
designed and manufactured. A 2 X 10cm2 position sensitive multi-wire proportional
chamber was tested. A 10 X 10cm2 position sensitive multiwire proportional chamber
was manufactured and the wiring was completed . A rotation control and proportional
counter system for a SAXS camera used for conventional X-ray source were designed
and built.

5.12 Optical M e a s u r e m e n t

The length of electron beam in BEPC was measured first time with fast electron
multiplier and strip camera in cooperated with Institute of Optical Machine in Xi'an
and the Academy of Atomic Energy, Beijing.

The spot performances of SR from 4VF1/4 and 3B1, such as photon flux, energy
spectrum, space distribution and position stability were measured and the results were
consistent with prediction.

Optical elements used in beam line could be contaminated by cracked hydrocar-
bons build-up resulting in a decrease of reflectivity. The "glow-discharge" in oxygen
was tested for cleaning the carbon- contaminated optical elements, and the preliminary
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results were good.

A contract of ultra vacuum magnetostriction sputtering facility was signed with
Shenyang Scientific Instrument Factory, also the manufacture of the apparatus for
monitoring the formation of multilayers was under design.

5.13 Lithography Station

The beam line for lithography and exposure stepper were designed and manufac-
tured. They are commissioning now. One of the important equipments, the Scanning
Electron Microscope, was installed and operated normally. 100 grade cleaning cham-
ber was built and a 1000 grade one was in installation. Auto fire-fighting system for
lithography laboratory was designed and setting up now. The equipment for matching
super pure water has arrived from abroad, and it will be set up soon.

Preliminary research on the beam line of X-ray mask was begun.

5.14 Diffuse Scattering Station

The technical parameters and order contract of the 5-circle goniometer were defined
and singed with Huber Co. The technical parameters of the collimating table have been
defined and manufactured. The table has arrived and checked.

The detector electronics system and CAMAC modules had arrived and checked fol-
lowing the manuals.

The CSW - 202 crystal was installed and adjusted. The technical performance was
tested. The controlling program for the stepping motor was defined. The test of the
controller and driver of the stepping motor was underway.

The design scheme and technical parameters of the specimen support for powder
diffraction have been defined.

The intensity/polarization monitor for SR was designed and made some experi-
ments.

5.15 Medical Station

Multichannel data acquisition system was tested. Survey on some key components
such as low leakage diode,etc was done.

5.16 Miscellaneous

The vacuum protection and control system for three front ends was set into opera-
tion and worked well. The safety interlock systems for topography and EXAFS station
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respectively were set up and had been operating, are stably and reliably. Safety alarm
system for the experimental hall # 1 2 was set up and operated normally.

The graphic system was arrived and installed. It improved the graphic ability in
SR laboratory. In view of the fact that the stepping motors are applied widely in Sit
facility, a stepping motor control system lias been developed . The function of the
system is satisfactory and easy-to-handle.

In computer software, A ray tracing software of X-ray diffraction on bent oblique cut
crystals was developed and favorable comment is received from abroad. New progress
in research of A'-ray photoacoustic effect was made theoretically and experimentally.
The IEEE-488 control system and graphics package were improved.

In experimental hall # 12, Some region had rather higher radiation level because
it came from correction magnet /?V7.A"3,and electron entrance. Additional shielding
walls made by 35 ton lead were set up against such "source", then the radiation level
around this area came back to normal.

In experimental hall # 13, the radiation dose rate were still twice as higher as that
define by safety regulation although shielding wall was set up against # 1 window, and
it was to be improved.
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Fig.3.4 Fluorescence spectrum of a simgle hair excited by
synchrotron radiation
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F i g . 3 . 5 XEOL of GGG: Nd 3 +
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IV. PROTON LINAC AND ITS APPLICATIONS

1 The Beijing 35 MeV Proton Linac (BPL) and Its
Application Facilities
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beam emittance measurement by "three widths method", and a set of beam energy
analyzer etc.), high automatic ability of data acquisition and display. The system has
reached the national advanced level.

Up to June, all the research facilities for neutron therapy, including the neutron
production and collimation system, patient chair positioning system, dose measure-
ment system and control system, have been installed. The first neutron beam has been
obtained. It has been measured that the average neutron energy is about 20MeV, the
neutron flux intensity for unit proton current at the distance of 1.5m from the target
is 1.97 X 106/cm2 • s • mA, the adsorption dose rate is about lrak/min • mA. The
facilities for isotope production have been used for two years. Thus the symposium on
engineering acception of the BPL and its application facilities was held by the Chinese
Academy of Sciences in Aug. 4, 1989. It has been concluded that the design, man-
ufacture, assembly and regulation of the BPL and its application facilities for isotope
production and neutron therapy of cancer are successful.

2 Improvement and Operation of the BPL

A new secondary circulating water-cooling system including the refrigerators, cool-
ing towers and pumping station has been designed and installed. All the system was
completed in Oct.1989 and put into operation normally.

The detectors for beam profile measurement has been improved, resulting in correct
and reliable measurement results. Having been improved the software of beam diag-
nostic system, all the control of detectors, automatic data processing and display are
completed by a microcomputer.

Having been improved the cooling condition of the magnet power supplies, the
power supplies can be reliably operated at high repetition. The improvement of control
software of magnet power supply is in progress.

The BPL has been operated for some experiments on nuclear physics, neutron bio-
logic physics, and high-Tc oxide superconductor physics.

3 Research and Production of Radioisotope for
Medicine

3.1 Thallium-201

A set of microcomputer for semi-automatically controlling the production system
used in heavily shielded working box has been installed and normally operated. The
total separation time is about 2.5hr. The chemical yield of 201Th is 85%.
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3.2 Gallium-67

The experiments about separation condition have been finished. The cold target ex-
periments in shielding box have been successfully carried out. It has been demonstrated
that the chemical yield is about 90%, the decontamination factor of Zn is 3.5 X 105, the
contents of Fe, Ti, Cd, Pb, Cu in the injection liquid meet the requirement of medicine.

3.3 Ca rbon-11

33mCi per run of carrier-free carbon- 11-sodium bicarbonate has been obtained.
The data of the distribution in animal have been obtained and the animal imaging
experiments with PET and SPECT have been carried out. The results indicated that
the yield of carbon-11-dioxide per run has already been enough to use in the synthesis
of complex organic radiopharmaceuticals.
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V. NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY AND ITS
APPLICATIONS

1 Application i>f Nuclear Physics

J.I Mossbmsor Spr-f ro.sro'.--
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A method for 1SN and !1/V determination in bioinedica! samples with the l s ;V(p,a
and '''Ar(j•..p'ri)lAN nuclear reactions was studied. At first, we have investigated the
possibility and optimal experimental conditions to nitrogen isotope analysis. The opti-
mum proton energy is in the range bcrween 4.1 Me V and AMMcV for nitrogen detection.
Then, the concentrations of 15A' and 14Ar in rat liver samples were measured •vith this
method.

1.4 Proton Induced A'-Ray Emission (PIXE) Analysis

The preliminary study of the light element Na in the rat1s cataract lenses has hem
proceeded. Part of experiments to compare the accuracies between a new PIXE method
fen the determination of proton energy lofs in s.imple with intermediate thickness ami
other methods have been carried out.

We studied the biological half-life of a new chelate compound Vc-Ti in rat-bodv
and corresponding trace element variations by PIXE. The relation between the con-
centrations of trace elements and the antioxidation of red blood cells for lhn Keshaji
disease has been also investigated.

2 Nuclear Chemistry and Its Applications

2.1 Trace Element Abundance Pattern

Some advances in study of frac» element abundances in hydrosphere. Ji'!"'»sj>h«>r«
lithosphere, cosmosphere and biosphere are as follows:

1. Study of the aquatic environment background of the Ohangjiang River system

The background values of La, Ce, Nd, Sin, Eu, Tb. Yb. Lu, Kb. *>, St. Ba,
Sb, Sc, Th and U in water and sediment of the Changjiang River system have
been determined by neutron activation analysis (NNA). The. statistical treatment
of our results indicates that they are close to the average of the global fresh
water. In general, the zonal differentiation of the trace element abundances i- no*
evident, which implies the s'.rong inliueiice of the regional geological so>:ings ••><;•
geochemicai properties of elements. Some differences are noticeable in the <rarp
element contents in the sediments collected from different tributaries, depending
on rock type and environment factors.

2. Study of trace elements in soil and their indicative role in geological exploration

The background values and anomalies of La. Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu, Y
and other 18 trace elements in red s'oil and the weathering crusts of granite in
Ji;t.iic:xi province, south China, have Uw,\ determined by IN A A and XRF The
experimental data were treated by various ..tatistica.! methods, e.g. <OTi('ia?i<->n
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principal component, cluster and discriminant analysis. Some useful geochemical
criteria, e.g. ratios of La/Yb, Sc/Fe, Eu negative anomaly index and contents
of Ta and Ba, were proposed for geological exploration.

3. Study of trace element in atmosphere

The study on the physico-chemical properties of sea ssurface layer aerosol over
the Western Pacific Ocean was in progress. Our results found that the influx
of continenetal dust at times masks certain elements from non-crustal sources.
However, some volatile and enriched elements, e.g. As, Sb, Se and Zn, in marine
aerosol do not exhibit considerable variation at different seasons, unlike crustal
elements. This significant conclusion states that the anthropogenic inputs of cer-
tain elements have established a relatively constant background concentrations of
elements, which implies that the natural fluxes of mineral aerosol play a masking
agent.

In addition, the contents of 32 lements in 457 coal samples have been determined.

4. Geological events

Using a newly-developed chemical dissolution procedure, we studied the Ir anoma-
lous layer of the continental Cretaceous-Tertiary (K/T) section at Morgen Creek,
Canada. In the meantime, the lava at Kilauea, Hawaii, was also studied. Our
results show that 49.8% Ir in Morgan Creek K/T boundary clay is present in the
HF-insoluble residue, like our previous results obtained at Fish clay, Denmark,
and Montana, USA. The Ir species favours its extraterrestrial origin.

We also determined the contents of C, H and N in the K/T residue phase and
found that they are different for marine or continent sediments. It implies that
the anomalous Ir must not be related to organic matters. Again, it supports the
hypothesis of extraterrestrial impact.

We obtained 258ppt (lO~12g/g) Ir in a Devonian-Carboniferous boundary at
Muhua, Guizhou, and 281ppt Ir in a Frasnian-Famennian boundary at Nandong,
Guangxi, both 10 times higher than local baackground values.

Also, we discovered a positive anomaly of S34S of 40% and a negative anomaly of
(8 75r/8 65r)0 = 0.70384 in a Permo-Triassic section at Changxin, Zhejiang. The
impacted-quartz in a P/T boundary at Huangshi, Hubei, is found.

5. Trace elements in lithosphere

The main results obtained in 1989 are as follows:

The ophiolite complex suites in the Western Junggar, Xingjiang, contain 5 main
ophiolite rock belts. They have similar rock combinations, representing base
ultramafic rock.

The content range of REEs in the mafic layered complexes is wide, which indicates
that they are crystallized in several distinct magma chambers.
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TLe ophiolitic complexes may be formed in a back-arc basin. The basaltic magma
seems to have results from in-batch partial melting of < 20% garnet Iherxolite.

6. Trace element in biology

The Se contents were determined by a 7 — 7 coincidence technique and the rela-
tion of Se volatility to the irradiation temperature (< 200°C) was studied. The
addition of MgO can avoid its volatile loss.

We analyzed the contents of 30 elements in soil and corn samples taken from
low-selenium areas in Hubei and Henan provinces and explained the reason of
low-Se.

We found high-As level in high-Se poisoning areas and studied th correlation of
As with Se.

A radiochemical group separation scheme based on the P507 extraction chromato-
graph was developed for determination of ultratrace REE in biological samples.
The study on the normal levels of REE in human liver and other tissues are being
carried out with this method.

The Se-bearing yeast is being synthesized.

2.2 Positron Annihilation Technique (PAT)

1. A contentious "room temoerature nuclear fusion" electrolytic system (D2O -
LiOD - H2O) was investigated by PAT. According to the changes of S and H
parameters, we explained the abnormal expthermic phenomenon, which had been
observed in other laboratories.

One hypothsis is that the nuclear fusion is resulted from the reduce of threshold
energy by heavy quisa electron. Thus, we attempted to search for this kind of
electron in the system by PAT. We carefully measured the positron annihilation
spectrum with energy region from 511 to 2900&eV. But no significant result to
support this hypothesis has been obtained.

2. We studied the micelle behaviors of two SBS black copolymers in a selective
solvent MEK of polystyrene at diffeent temperature of the micelle. It indicates
that PAT is a sensitive probe to study the micelle behaviors in polymer system.

3. About 50 InP specimens dopped by Sn, Fe, S, Cu and Ni were measured by PAT
and the formations and types of defects were discussed.

4. The correlation between the positron annihilation lifetime parameters and the
crystallinity, history of heating and various phase transitions of some flexible
chain polymers has been investigated.

5. The rate constant of the complex reaction between ps and three derivatives (para,
meta and ortho) of N-chlorophenyl glycine was measured as follows: K = 1.8 X
l O ^ m " 1 , K = 2.1 x l O 9 ^ - ^ - 1 and K -•< lO^- 'm" 1 . It is shown that a
steric effect exists in the complex reaction of Pa with ortho derivative.
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2.3 Solid State Nuclear Track Detector
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completed

3 Application of Low Energy Accelerator
3.1 An Industrial Ion Implantation System for Metal Surface Mod-

ification
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extracts, at energy of 60/reV. The power supplies for Duoplasmatron source have been
improved, resulting in their reli<i/.>]" operation.

3.2 Electron Linac for Industrial Radiation

The designed energy of lOMeV has been obtained in July 1989. Being limited by
the emission capacity of the electron gun used in DJ - 10 accelerator, the maximum
electron beam current is 70mA.

3.3 Design and Manufacture of an Electron Accelerator (Dyna-
mitroii) for Irradiation Processing

1. 2.5MV high vollage power supply

The details and assemblies of the power supply have been manufactured. A great
deal of circuit components of rectifier stack have been screened and soldered. 2
sets of complete rectifier stacks have been fabricated.

2. Accelerating column nrH van;;mi syste

The teduioiogitru test of t.e&jin^ Uu: ickimn iir.iic«it'%d that the tension strength
of the sealing surface could h-: up to ~iQ{)/-(;/<:tr, a.(.<! the vacuum sealing is good

3. Beam extraction and sc3.-n.'!;Q; s.\sfen'!

The manufacture o,' a!, tiio beam extraction ,uid scanning system, including tii«:
steering coil, focusing coil, water-cooled aperture, scanning magnet, scanning
chamber and beam s!'t!Ue! elf., has been finished.

•1. Control fcystom

All the equipments of control system have been delivered and are now being
assembled. The analog input/output, digit(switch) input/output, the hardware
and software used for the system of time sharing and interrupt have been tested
on a compiter sustem. The pliotomuhiplier tube circuit and its ]IV circuit used
for arc detector have been tested on the test bench. The "Menu-type" executive
system is being written.

5. Radiation prol'-'^.io:. a>io do-'.1 niyiiiina^ig

The manufacture of the personnel protection safety system are finished. The
personnel dose instrument (TLD), gamma-ray multichannel alarm instrument and
gamma-ray monitor for environment etc. have been calibrated. The development
of the normal monitoring of electron beam dose on irradiation processing level
are in progress. The selected dose instruments are being tested by gamma-ray
and low-energy electron beam.



4 Research on Positron Emission Tomography

By improving the software of image reconstruction, the total time for image recon-
struction has been shortened to 16 seconds. The external cover of the scanning machine
has been installed. The images of monkey's brain and brain bone have been obtained
by means of F-18-glucosan-deoxygen. This proved that the machine may be used for
personnel clinical test.
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VI. NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS

1 BES Electronics

Upon the successful cosmic ray experiment at the end of 1988 and the beginning of
1989 , BES began to be moved to the beam collision point by the beginning of 1989. All
the cables from the counting room to the detector were disconnected and reconnected
to cooperate with the moving of the detector. The installation and commissioning
of the BES electronics system, including the electronics of the central drift chamber,
the end-cap of the time of flight counter and the end-cap of shower counter, which was
not operated during the cosmic ray experiment, was completed by the end of April,1989.

The BES electronics as a part of BES project was appraised by the Chinese Academy
of Sciences in July, 1989. The appraisal committee checked the research report and mea-
sured the main technical specifications. The committee was convinced that the system
designation of BES electronics is advanced and it works reliably.

The electron and positron collision experiment was held from May to July, 1989 and
from September, 1989 to January, 1990. Hundreds thousand J/i(> events were obtained
by BES. The BES electronics has stood long period stable operation test and some
performances have been improved further. Because of the reduction of the external
interference, the event rate recorded by BES electronics was more than 2 events per
second, which reached and exceeded the advanced level in the world.

Table The engineering scale of BES electronics

Total amont of channels
Modules and circuit boxes (boards)
Special power supplies
Crates
Racks
Cables
Power dissipation
Cooling air
Cooling water

Qty.
21376
2286

66
74
45

4887
150kW

60000m3/A
60//m

Spare parts

386
17
13

300
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2 Miscellaneous

2.1 EXAFS read-out electronics

The electronics of EXAFS spectrometer has been completed and made available to the
user of Sychrotron Radiation Laboratory.

2.2 Fast-bus

The fast-bus research is still in progress. The common logic and the master on the
cable segment have been designed.

2.3 R & Ds

Based on our technology superiority in nuclear fleetronics. various technology devel-
oping projects were undertaken continuously in 1989. The second intelligent CAMAC
crate controller, two digital systems of the high resolution gamma ray energy spectrom-
eter for bore hole measurement, an amplifier- discriminator-mixer and an amplifier-
discriminator have been completed and made available to the customers. 30 conven-
tional CAMAC crate controllers were manufactured. Many orders and R & D projects
from inside and outside the institute were accomplished. Visible social and economic
benefits have been obtained.



VII. THE COMPUTER CENTER

In c o m p u t e r r e n t e r of l l l i ' P . a c l u s t e r e d VAX c o m p u t e r s y s t e m w i t h E the rne t , loca l
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c o m p u t o r 'm t h e c l u s t e r s y s t e m is VAX ii'.i'.H). wiiicii is p u r c h a s e d in 19*9. A f t e r t h e
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Term
Total operation time(hrs)
CPU elapsed time (hrs)
Printout(pages)
CPU efficiency(%)
Terminal efficiency(%)
Operation efficiency(%)

VAX 11/780
5247
1860

47413
35.4
26.9
79.5

VAX 11/785
5247
2175

157211
41.5
27.7
79.5

VAX 8550
5247
3087

17284
58.8
20.8
79.5
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VIII. RADIATION PROTECTION

In recent years, for the health and safety sake of the persons worked in the site
and the people lived around the site, we have reserched and constructed a whole set of
safe and reliable radiation protection and dose monitoring system which is suitable for
the characteristics of the radiation fields of the high energy accelerators. The system
worked with expected results during the beams adjusting and operating periods of the
BEPC and BPL. It was appraised by the relative experts.

1 Radiation Protection and Dose Monitoring System
1.1 Radiation shielding

With the experience of designing in abroad according to the half-empirical for-
mula we designed the underground and half-underground constructions covered with
the thick layer of earth and concrete as the shield against radiation.

1.2 Safety interlock

The beam source is interlocked with the tunnel access doors, emergency stop
switches and status signal lamps in order to ensure the safety of the working per-
sons against exposure to radiation.

1.3 Arer radiation monitoring

1. Working area of BEPC: There are 20 monitoring points with 40 low level and high
level neutron and gamma monitors. They form 4 local stations (linac, storage
ring, synchrotron radiation hall and nuclear physics experimental hall) and each
one is run by a digital data ipgger(DDL) for data acquisition and handling.

2. Working area of BPL: There are 14 monitoring points with neutron or gamma
monitors. And there are two local stations(neutron therapy room and isotope
producing room).

3. Non-fixed point monitoring: There is one movable monitoring system with neu-
tron and gamma monitors as well as portable neutron and gamma monitors.
Measurement for safety sake can be made anywhere and anytime if necessary.
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1.4 Environmental monitoring

1. Fixed environmental monitoring stations: There are two fixed environmental
monitoring stations on the boundary of BEPC and one of them is also at the
boundary of BPL. There is a third station for comparing reference. Each station
is provided with neutron and gamma monitors of high sensitivity. These monitors
work continuously and effetively.

2. Environmental medium measuring: The methods of total /? radioactivity and low
background 7 spectrometer are established.

1.5 Personal monitoring

1. TLD neutron 7 personal dosemeter: Personal neutron, 7 accumulated dose for
working persons are measured once a month or a season or half a year.

2. Others: There also 7 personal dose alarmers for occasional use. The hand-and-
foot surface contamination monitors are set beside the main access.

1.6 Discharged substances monitoring

The radioactivity of the discharged gas and water etc. produced during the operation
are measured irregularly with the Nal(Tl) scintillation detector.

2 Data measured during the operations of BEPC and
BPL in 1989

2.1 The accumulated doses on the main monitoring points in the
working areas

Doses measured on the main monitoring points during the operation of BEPC in 1989

Position of the
monitoring point

Ll:North end Linac
L4:Middle Linac
South end Linac

Rl: Entrance Hall of # 3 big
R2: East gate of cross tunnel
R3:West gate of cross tunnel

R4: Control room of BES
R5:West wall of BES hall
R6:East wall of BES hall

R7: 2nd colliding pt
# 19 big
# 20 big

in the
area

Working
area

restricted
area
Working area
restricted
area

Environ.

7 annual
dose (mSv)

8.79
4.66
1.74

0.760
20.0
1.04

0.760
2.56

0.700
12.0

0.760
0.760

n annual
dose(mSv)

0.680
0.340
0.068

3.00 x 10-*
14.00

7.60 8.04
3.00 x 10-*

1.88
2.40
1.20

0.130
3.00 x 10~J

annual
total dose(mSv)

9.44
5.00
1.81

0.790
34.0

0.790
4.444
3.10
13.2

0.890
0.790
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2.2 Personal Monitoring in 1989

Personal Dose Distribution of the Workers in Different Departments in 1989( r
External exposured on Whole Body)

Working dept.

No.l
No.3
No.6
No.9
No.8
No. 10
No. 11
No.13
No.2

Mechan. ii Power
Security
Office

Operation Dept.
Others

Measurec persons

112
15
43
64
58
50
94
15
80
10
8
8
59
5

Dose Distribution (msv;

<0.5
98
14
41
63
57
50
38
14
78
10
8
8
53
4

>0.5
< 1
10

2
1
1
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1

6
1

> 1
< 1.5

1
1

3

>2
<5

>5
<6

1

>7
<8
2

>8
<9

>9
< 11

1

2.3 Monitoring Data of Discharged Substances

The airborne radioactivity concentration in 1989 is less than the maximum value
which was measured in October, 1988 at the place of beam split and the exhaust hole of
the beam transportation tunnel N-13 concentration: 0A2Bq/l the maximum concentra-
tion induced radioactivity of the cooling water of the magnet sleeve is 15O: 1.96 X 104;
nC: 8.66 X 102 Bq/1.
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2.4 Measured Data of Induced Radioactivity

Surface Irradiating Dose Rate of Induced Radioactivity after the Machine Shutdown
Jan. 1990

Area

Linac

Transportation
section

Storage
ring

Place of
measuring pt.
AM3 exit
TC-QF access
TC-QF exit
Positron target
Electron section
Positron section beam dukmp
TE-PR1(B3192)
TE-PR2(B3193)
LSM access
R4BV7 access
R3PM6

Surface irrad. dose
rate (mR/h)

20
4.0
2.3
20

3.5
0.75

20
25

6.0
3.5
1.2

2.5 Measured Data of Total j3 Radioactivity of Environmental Medium

Measured Data of 0 Radioactivity of Environmental Medium

Measured
medium

Well water
Tap water

Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil

Samples
No.
# 1
# 2
# 1
# 2
# 3
# 4
# 5
# 6

Total 0 (Bq/kg)
radioactivity

3.3 X 10"2 Bq/1
3.7 x 10"2 Bq/1

7.73 X 102

7.33 X 102

7.88 X 102

7.59 x 102

6.92 x 102

8 07 x 102

Total (3 radioactivity
without K (Bq/kg)

2.30 X 102

2.11 x 102

2.22 x 102

1.96 x 102

2.07 x 102

1.70 x 102
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IX. FREE ELECTRON LASER

1 30 MeV S-Band Electron Accelerator Modification

The modification of 30 MeV electron accelerator as the electron source of Beijing
Free Electron Laser Project (BFELP) is in progress, much works have been done:

All components of microwave drive an transmission system and vacuum system
are ready and perform satisfactorily. A wide-pulse, high stability modulator for a new
35 MW klystron has been reconstructed and started to tes«. The second model of
high brightness microwave gun has been designed and began to be manufactured. The
design of beam transport system has been completed basically, some modifications will
be added, all components are manufacturing. On the beam mepsure system, the beam
profile detector has been completed, the programs on the image collection and emit-
tance measurement has been debugged, and the measure experiment in the hot test
of the microwave gun has been taken. The beam current transformer(BCT) has been
finished. A 1960s analysis magnet with its power supply was improved for the use of
energy spectrum measurement, the value calculation and mechanical design have been
accomplished, the manufacture of the components is being taken. The cooling and
temperature control systems have been postponed by contractor. For the reason of no
funds, a lot of work of the control system, except for the necessary trigger system, will
be done in 1990.

The main key problem and the measure adapting are as follows:
A new tune of hot trial on the microwave gun has been made, but there is a little

advance in conquering the effection of electron back-bombardment cathode, and now,
measures are taken. O'ie of them is to warm up the surface of the cathode with a laser
illumination to cancel out the influence of electron back-bombardment cathode. The
other is to deflect the back-bombardment electrons by a transverse magnetic field. It
is shown by computer simulation that the transverse magnetic field used before is too
low. A transverse magnetic field over 15OGs with proper distribution will be taken.
On the account of fund, a pulse power supply for the beam pulse cutting will be done
in 1990.

For the wide-pulse, high stability klystron modulator, there is a, problem on the
thyratron overcurrent. Some measures including to improve match between the klystron
and PFN and to decrease the charge speed, are being adopted; De-Qing circuit is being
adjusted.
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2 Accelerator Physics

On the aspect of free electron laser physics, a pulse beam interaction program has
been written and a computer simulation for BFELP has been done. The good agree-
ment with Dattol scaling law and a series operating results are obtained. The further
study will continue.

A two-dimensional CW program with beam radiation is being investigated and de-
bugged.

On the aspect of accelerator physics, the codes SUPERFISH and PARMELA with
some modification are used to simulate the motion of electron in the field emission
microwave gun and a magnet. Some interesting results have been obtained.

In the computer simulation for electron back-bombardment cathode in a microwave
gun, very interesting results have been gained, and the physical design for controlling
the influence of electron back-bombardment has been provided.

3 Physical Experiment and Beam Diagnosis on BFELP

In 1989, emphasis was on spontaneous emission experiment. Major components
with respect to this experiment, for example NeFeB undulator, electron beam trans-
portation line, optical diagnosis and beam alignment system, have been developed. In
addition, an energy-time spectrometer, a preinjected CO2 laser used for the osillating
experiment and a data sampling system have also been constructed. The details are as
follows:

3.1 Assembly of NeFeB Undulator

By using an improved optimization program, the first BFEL undulator consisted
of 400 pieces of permanent magnet blocks has been arranged in Balbach's fashion. In
order to glue the NeFeB magnets onto their holder, various type of glue have been
tried. From this procedure, we got some experience on gluing technique.

An equipment measuring the magnetic field distribution on line has been estab-
lished, in which a DC motor drives a Hall probe moving along a guide tube. The Hall
probe position is determined by a circle-grate. The data are recorded by a computer
through one set of I/O and A/D interface. The whole process is performed automati-
cally. By testing, we get that the position measuring accuracy of this system is 0.03mm,
the magnetic field measuring accuracy is 0.5%.

I D single electron model has been established. The computer code to calculate the
electron's trajectory and velocity distribution from measured field has been performed.
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The measurement of magnetic field on line provided a knowledge of the undulator due
to which we can adjust the undulator.

A planar NeFeB undulator's assembly has been finished. Its major parameter has
been measured. From this procedure, we got a good experience for constructing the
undulator with NeFeB permanent magnets. The results of magnetic field and electron's
trajectory, calculated and measured, are shown in Fig.9.1.

Biliteral Lead Screw (or
Viriable Ma( iu l Gap

Fig.9.1 Structure of BFEL Undulator

3.2 Beam Alignment System for the BFEL SR Experiments

A He-Ne laser alignment has been developed. The results of examination and mea-
surement are the following:

Maximum shift of beam 0.1 mm
Angle divergence in working field 1"
Sensitivity of photoelectric target 10 fim/20fim (hollow)
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The design, fabrication and order of components for model expriments have been
finished. The results of model experiments under the atmospheric condition, shown in
Fig.9.3, are basically satisfactory for SR experiments, and are listed as follows:

Maximum shift of beam 0.15 mm
Angle divergence in working field 3"

Besides the introduction of optical components, for example, the vibration of optical
adjust support, the reason that the results of the model experiments are worse than
that of laser aligner is mainly due to the current under certain circumstance.

3.3 Beam Profile Monitor

The facility of phosphor screen beam profile monitor has been developed for the
purpose of BFEI, SR experiments. It is used not only to measure the emittance of
electron and optical beam, but also to adjust the beam alignment. There are four
components in it, shown in Fig.9.4, including pneumatic actuator used to drive the
phosphor screen entering and removing the interaction field, gas loading system and
remote controller, TV camera, and digitizing signal processor.

The pneumatic actuator, the gas loading system and the remote controller have
been finished. Four sets of phosphor srreen pneumatic actuator have been developed,
and the reset precision is better than 0.1mm. The gas loading system and the remote
controller can drive six sets of pneumatic actuator. The distance of remote control is
longer than 20M.

Four sets of peiscope TV camera system and digitizing signal processor have been
completed, and the related performance is listed in the following:

The Performance of the Beam Profile Monitor
Effective sampling area
Ordinary resolution(beam diameterjl-lOmm)
Maximum resolution (beam diameterj 2mm)
Working luminance of target (1 x 1)
A/D transforming rate
Open window display of real time collection

(100 X 100)(ms/frame)
Single macropulse sampling measure range(e/cm)

5 X 12mm2

< 200fim
< 40/im
>30
10 MHz
< 5

1 0 - 10

The first step assembly and joint adjust of this system has been in progress. The
joint adjust is made with a He-Ne laser aligner under the atmospheric condition. The
results are satisfactory for the SR experiments.
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3.4 BFEL IR Spectrometer and Data Acquisition System

The BFEL IR-spectrometer and data acquisition system have been accomplished.
This system is designed to diagnose the BFEL spontaneous emission and spectrum of
the stirring laser. To obtain stable FEL signal, the time average method is used in data
procession.

The infrared spectrometer has been set up. The double grating monochromator is
adopted to split the spectrum of optical radiation which comes from the interaction
region of undulator. The transverse and longitudinal optical focusing subsystem make
the input signal match to the inner optical system and output signal to the sensitive
area of detector.

The detecting subsystem, controlling subsystem, data acquisition and disposal sub-
system have been established. The system is running normally and meets the need of
real experiments. After the installation of IR-spoctrometer system, all the coordinaa.-
tion and analogous experiments have been operating regularly. An optical laboratory
has been rebuilt to adapt the experimental conditions. Specification for BFEL optical
diagnostic system is as follows:

Optical focusing subsystem:
Focusing ratio 7 : 1 in input slit

4 : 1 in output slit
Double grating monochromator:

Resolution
Wavelength accuracy

MSC scanning controller:
Scanning speed
Repeat frequency

HFG MCT detector:
Response region
Peak response wavelength
Response frequency

Preamplifier:
Bendwidth
Gain
Noise coefficient

0.5 A
0.001 fim

up to 2400 nm/min
000-999

8-12 fim
X = 10.6 + 0.5/xm
/ = 40 - 250MHz

3.5-300MHz
Kv = 30db
Nf - 5db

XJ4082 Transient pulse recorder:
Analogy input voltage
Input frequency width
A/D resolution
A/D convert ratio
A/D convert error
RAM size

+0.1 - +20V
DC: 0-AMHz; AC: U
Hbit + I.s6
50ns/word - 20ns/word
+1/256
0.5 — Sk/pcT channel
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Triggering manner
Output analogy

digital
Center computer:

Super AT
Frequency
RAM
Hard disk
Floppy disk

inner/outer selected
+2V
8 bit binary parallel

CPU 80286
8 Hz
2MB
20MB£
1.2MB + 360fcfl

Magnetic system and vacuum system have been established. The mechanic mount-
ing for the whole BFEL experiments have been finished.
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Fig.9.2 Block diagram of the BFEL alignment system
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X. The Machine Shop

In the year of 1989, on the basis of completion of the tasks related to BEPC and
other scientific research projects, we had actively carried out international cooperation
and technical It & D. For the whole year we had finished 240,000 working hours, among
which 100,000 hours were for BEPC and other scientific research prohects, 80,000 hours
for international cooperation and 60,000 hours for technical It & D. Except for these
tasks, we had also finished 561 items of urgent and sporadic tasks, thus ensuring the
smooth progress of the BEPC and other scientific research projects.

1 Tasks for BEPC and Other Scientific Research
Projects

1.1 Large Aperture Magnet and Support

This was the project for the improvement of the BEPC linac which was difficult for
fabrication and had to be finished within a short period of working time. It took only 9
months from the drawing design, making of technical procedures to actual fabrication
to finish the fabrication task of 24 pieces with 18 having being installed in the tunnel
for normal operation.

1.2 60 ton Lead Casting

There were also a project for the improvement of BEPC. The pole head took the
shape of double curve on both sides which needed high precision and was required to
be finished in a short period of time. It took only two months to finish this fabrication
and the assemble.

2 Projects for International Cooperation

After finishing the fabrication of the accelerating sections for the US and Brazil in
1988, we had provided the following items in 1989: five sets of 200MeV accelerating
sections and supports, 2 energy doublers and other wave guide components for BNL,
USA; 3 sets of accelerating sections for SLAC, USA; 2 sets of accelerating sections for
LNLS, Brazil.
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3 Technical R & D

We had fabricated 2 accelerating sections for Shanghai Plant for Nuclear and Med-
ical Instruments.

After finishing one set of lbOOGs magnet in 1988 for Shia Kou Nuclear Construction
Company, we completed two more in the past year.

We had fabricated 2.5MeV DLM Accelerator for the Corporation for Radiation
Application. Now pre-installation has been finished with all the specifications reached.
Installation and commissioning will be started in April, 1990.

In addition, preparations for such projects as the 80MeV electron linac for South
Korea, energy doublers for Italy, 14 quadrupole lenses and supports for BNL, USA and
the No. 3 RF cavity had been finished for fabrication.
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XL IMPORTANT ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

1 Workshop on Charm and Tau Physics

A workshop on charm and r phusics was held at our Institute on March 16-17,1989.
The workshop was held at a time when BES detector was scheduled to be moved into
the intersection region in March and data of e+e~ collisions would be pouring in soon.
It is the time to set priorities and decide on the strategy for the physics to be done
in next a few years. More than 150 physicists from our Institute, othr institutes and
universities attended the workshop.

To give an overview, Professor Zheng Zhipeng , vice director of our Institute, pre-
sented the current status of BEPC and BES. Professor Huang Tao summarized the
physics topics in BEPC energy region and pointed out the physics problems remained
to be studied. He discussed various physics options at this energy region. There is a
general agreement in the high energy physics community in China that during the first
year of the running, the machine should sit on V7 energy to accumulate a competitive
number of events to check the detector and repeat the measurements done by other
experiments. After that, there are several options: open charm physics, r physics, D,
physics, i> physics with 10s events. Huang compared these options with their merits
and disadvantages.

Professor Wang Taijie discussed the current status of offline analysis. He showed
the existing software package and computing environemnts. The Monte Carlo and re-
construction package are in existence, most of the routines are ready and some have to
be modified when the real data come in. To the end of this year the available computing
power will be upgraded to 20 VAX 780 equivalence.

When the workshop got into physics discussions in depth, the speakers presented
their works on i\) decay, D physics and r physics. Several physicists talked about radi-
active ip decay, especially about the importance to pin down if particle £(2230) existed
or not and how to measure the spin-parity of glueball candidates more reliably, to shine
lights on the nature of glueball candidates. The speakers expressed their views on the
physics priority for next a few years.

In the discussion, people emphasized that there is competition from fixed target
hadron machines and high luminosity e+e~ project, and we have to establish from our
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credibility. Good quality works are essential, both in the»stage of data taking and
processing and in the stage of physics analyses.

2 Beijing Workshop on Weak Interactions and CP
Violation

Beijing Workshop on Weak Interaction and CP Violation was held from August
22 - 26, 1989. This workshop offers an excellent opportunity for exchange of views.
Important achievements have been made during the last few years in the investigation
of weak interaction and CP violation. Among the four fundamental interactions known
to us, the weak interaction has been the most enlightening one.

This year is the "silver anniversary" of the discovery of the CP violation. About 30
talks were given in the workshop, 11 of which were from the scientists of countries out-
side China. Professor R. Pcccei gave a summary talk. Discussions among participants
were very extensive and lively, and the workshop was very interesting, successful, and
very helpful to us in forming a better research program to exploit BEPC and BES.

3 The 5th National Conference on Intermediate
Energy Physics

The 5th National Conference on Intermediate Energy Physics was held at Yantai,
Shangdong Province, from 2-6 September, 1989. About 110 physicists from more than
20 institutions and universities attended the conference. There were review talks about
various subjects in this field: the quark model of the nuclear force, relativistic hadronic
many-body theory, w, K-nuclear interaction, EMC effect and relevant physics problems,
relativistic heavy-ion collision and quark gluon plasma, and double beta decay. More
than fifty participants presented their papers in the meeting.

There were two special features of this conference.
First, most of the participants were young and middle-aged physicists, many gradu-

ate students also gave talks and attended discussion actively. This showed that a young
generation had grown up in this field.

Secondly, particle physicists were also invited to attend the conference. They no-
ticed the close relationship between nuclear- and particle-physics, briefed .he progress
of BEPC and introduced the future world research center CEBAF. Through a lot active
discussions both nuclear and particle physicists emphasized the strong intersection of
the two fields.
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4 Tenth Meeting of the PRC-US Joint Committee

Tenth Meeting of the PRC-US Joint Committee on High Energy Physics was held
at Stanford Linac Accelerator Center(SLAC) from October 16-17, 1989. The PRC del-
egation was headed by Professor Zhou Guangzhao (Director of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences, also the Co-Chairman of the Joint Committee), while the US delegation
was headed by Dr. Wilmat N. Hess(Associate Derector, Office of Energy Research, US
Department of Energy, also Co-Chairman of the Joint Committee).

This series meeting is regularly held according to the Agreement between the PRC
and US on Cooperation in Science and Technology, taking place once a year, hosted by
the two countries alternatively.

At the meeting Professor Buton Richter, Director of SLAC, welcame the visiting
PRC delegation and praised the significant success of BEPC.

The meeting was formally opened by Dr. W.N. Hess, who congratulated IHEP
on having accomplished a luminosity three times greater than that of SPEAR. The
decision to terminate SPEAR for high energy physics leaves BEPC as the unique high
luminosity machine in the r-charm physiscs region. Dr. Hess remarked that the past
year was significant for both IHEP with the operation of BEPC and BES, and the
US laboratories with the successful demonstration of iinear colliders, both SLC and
Tevatron collider. He also expressed the hope that the changing circumstances in the
future would allow the commencement of new program elements.

In response to Dr. Hess, Professor Zhou Guangzhao addressed the meeting, thank-
ing the American colleagues, the Department of Energy and SLAC for making this
meeting possible. He congratulated Professor Richter and SLAC on the significant
achievements in bringing the SLC into operation and obtaining a precise limit on the
number of neutrino generations.

Professor Zhou reviewed some of the accomplishments of IHEP in regard to the
construction of BEPC, BES and the synchrotron radiation beam ies. Professor Zhou
expressed his thanks to the PRC-US collaboration,especially to Professor T.D. Lee and
W.K.H. Panofsky's great efforts in this connection. Professor Zhou also remarked that
much work would remain to be done to improve BEPC and expressed his hope that
the collaboration would move into a new phase.

Reviewing of the collaboration efforts since the Ninth Meeting in 1988, both sides
discussed the collaboration activities for the 1989-1990. As a result, a unanimous un-
derstanding was reached on the PRC-US Cooperative Program on High Energy Physics
(1989-1990).

During the meeting, the PRC delegation toured some experimental facilities of
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SLAC.

5 The Fifth National Conference on Particle Physics
Theory

Some 150 theorists were very glad to meet at IHEP, Beijing, for participating the
Fifth National Conference on Particle Physics Theory from 27-30 October. ]&»8.

The conference covered a lot of ground. In the four plenary meetings, the latest pro
gresses and results in particle physics theoretical research, ranging from lattice gauge
field theory to charm physics, and from weak decays to CP violations and string theory.
were reviewed and discussed.

In the paraJlel sessions every afternoon, participants actively introduced the sttttot
and the results of their own work, abot>f 60 papers wen. p;«'senied and <uiiin<iied d:-..
cussions were set off among the colleague.-

The Sixth Conference will be held in 1991, and a few cities were suggested as the
candidates for the site of the meeting.

6 Seminars about Computing Physics
As the computing facilities grow quickly, the computing physics becomes one of the

key issues for many projects in the institute, sucii as BES data analysis, LEP experiment
data analysis, and data analysis of high energy astrophysics and cosmic ray physics.
The Science and Technology Committee of the Institute organized a series of seminars
about computing physics in October. The topics of the seminars covered various sub
jects: computing physics and computer system, the introduction to CERN prograni
library, the parallel processing and multiple processor system, wide area network, brief
of computing facilities of the BEPC Computing Center, the BES data analysis, iuid
the computing environment for high energy astrophysics.

The computing physics is a new branch of physics, parallel with theoretical physics
and experimental physics. It does physics research by means of powerful computers to
analyze and to simulate complicated physics phenomena, to design an<i io optimi/x- ̂ v

s, to analyze experimental dar;). ~.nd to visualize the results iron- ccf.rnnioiu.il
or calculations according to theoretical models. The another iii«jr,r t.v;*.

of the computing physics are seeking new computer system architectures which, fulfil the
special requirements from physicists with better ratio of performance to cost, bsa'cd on
the latest products from computer industry, such as RISC CPU and workstations. The
institute is trying very hard to boost the research in the fields of the computing pi=y->K.N.
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•V7 Symposium on die Application of the BFL and ils
Application Facilities

The symposium was held in October 11-12, 3989. About 120 professors and spe<''-<!
ists working in the scie^USu. and ;:i<.J;cal !iek! aUemied, some of them were frn.-- """A
and Hongkong. 20 spocislists presented talk:; about how to use tin- machine to dovr!. ;
tht? research on isofjpe vrod'-'ci'v-tn- n?i?f"oT- l".i"jr^.py, iswiru>i irradiaflori pbysl.> ! - ' i -
diatioa biology, positron ?":L'-ii.-:r '.o.T.tjgi-ap!", 'natejial irradiation and nur]e?>f physi'.i-
etc. They suggested Mini, based on the BPT. and its application fanlitle^. an opon -ab-
oratorv should be e.stabli;5ied.
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XII. Scientific Research Management, Technological
Support and Administration

In these respects, the following has been done in the past year: straightening out
the responsibilities of all levels, bringing into full play the role of - he Scientific and
Technological Commission, carrying forward academic democracy, institutionalizing
the dialogue between the directors and the representatives of the staff, perfecting the
institutionalization of departmental meetings, instituting and perfecting 31 rules and
regulations such as "the Regulations and Principles on Furthering the International
Collaboration", " Rules on the Development and Creating More Revenues" and " Reg-
ulations on the Distribution of Living Apartments".

We have also organized a supervision division with an aim to strengthen financial
disciplines and keep our activities within the scope of law.

1 Scientific Research Management
We organized dep'j ^ients concerned in the institute to actively take part in the

compilation of proposes for the key projects of the 8th Five Year plan and proposals
striving to be awarded with the key projects of the 8th Five Year plan.

We practiced tracking management of the research subjects. Except for the regular
plan and schedule, we had put our emphasis on supervision and the yearly summary,
summary and financial settlement of those completed subjects.

We applied to the Chinese Academy of Sciences for the Award of Important Achieve-
ments on 8 research subjects, we had obtained one patent.

We applied to the National Natural Science Foundation for financial support on 38
research subjects with 16 being awarded.

The management of the funds coming from various channels was based on the princi-
ple of central control, categoriratio, special funds for special purpose and strengthening
of cost accounting. The cost accounting of all the funds except those of high technol-
ogy subjects which are managed in line with the regulations of the National Scientific
Commission for Defense Industries was performed according to the Third Accountant
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System.

We organized departments concerned in the institute to complete the acceptance
test of the proton Jinac and its applied facilities by the Chinese Academy of Sciences
and the final settlement of accounts for the completion of the project. 199 volumes of
acceptance files were established. Preparations for the acceptance test of the BEPC
project were also started, an inventory of the equipments was made with 1419 volumes
of the project files and 195 volumes of civil engineering files being established.

2 Engineering Management

There were two occasions when the machine was shut down for relatively longer
periods (Jan. 5 to April 15, July 10 to Sep.l). During the first shut-down, we had
arranged the following work:the Beijing Spectrometer onto the interaction point, syn-
chrotron radiation ECW, installation of photon beamlines and the installation of the
experimental beam lines, maintenance of all the subsystems of BEPC, measurement
and alignment of the linac, transport line and storage ring.

During the second shut-down, we improved the primary and secondary water sys-
tem, the operation conditions for the spectrometer. We also installed the interlock
system for synchrotron radiation and dose monitering system.

The important improvements of the year on BEPC includedrlinear large aperture
focusing magnets and the installation of power source, the new regulator of the third
RF Cavity and ceramic window, enlarged aperture skew quadrupoles and the energy
monitoring system of spectrometer.

For the completion of the acceptance test of BEPC, the project headquarters also
completed its files, including 52 volumes of scientific and technological files and 17 vol-
umes of documentary files.

To meet the requirements of the society, we had accepted 3674 persons to visit
BEPC. Some of the historical materials i:i the construction of this project were taken
photos and we had participated in the production of 8 TV films.

3 Talent Cultivation
We enrolled 25 students for master degree (23 had actually reported), 3 for doctor

degree and accepted one student for cultivation for other unit.

8 students for doctor degree and 21 students for master degree had passed questions
and answers on their thesis for title confering, 3 on the job learning passed questions
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: '.i answers on their thesis for master degree, titles wvro conferee after review by the
Academy's Academic Tide Committee.

One for master degree and one for doctor degree were awarded scholarship from th*;
President of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

We applied for being authorized as the institution for cultivating doctors on nuclear
ej-.'rtronics arid nuclear detecting technology and for the authorization of 9 doctor in-
f Ifvu'tors.

3 more post doctors entered the moblU; station ">perijJly for post doctors and one
•"''t. We have now S post doctors who are mainly working in the fields of theoretical
"•ivî ics and the Beijing Spectrometer.

In order to strengthen the management of the post graduates, we have instituted
!"• Manual for Post Graduates in the Institute of High Energy Physics" and "the

. • relations on Acadi-rnir 'Title Application and Academic TiUe Thesis".

V'-.iir t.̂ rmq of training classes on various subjects wore organised with 23 nor-Ciis
. -••1-jating from college training classes, 7 from professional schools, 87 participating
• -!ion *orm professional training.

4 Technical Support

4 t Work on Books and Information

We have purchased for the whole year j 136 volumes oi Chinese books arid )3/S
'•••I.; me* of foreign books, subscribed to 185 kinds of Chinese journals, 21 kind? of
/"••^•"in, 55 kinds of English and Japanese and collected 5147 volumes from abntnd >,-•

'* --natior exchange, We have beer distributing CKRN Cottier lo ;:early ?•) un.:.
. : I cine. We mailed abroad 5780 volumes of preprints in li'- U-nrns a:u! colhxied IG00

....;mti '•!'v'hi!i":>o 'iiformatioii rnaU.ri^;;;.

'L'o carry out indexing on special subject, we fovided index services foi 12 i,\>>'f\a.:

We took part in the compilation of "Physical Digest i? China" for th*>
network of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

We liar! aLso performed si:ch tasks as taking photos, copying, printing -md blueprSnt



4.2 Condition Guarantee

TW erisiir*5 th<? needs of Ihe machine operation, installation, improvement and en-
largement and other scientific research work, ;i< the past year we provided 139 items of
mmstandard equipments, 1794 items of standard equipments, 1309 items of materials.
s\V applied Tor 151 import liscences and 4 pyport liscences. A lot of work with respect
to material supply had been done for the research and fabrication of the radiation ac-
celerator.

Tn order to beef up material supply management, we are planning to make an
inventory of all the equipments and devices and establish a data base. This year we
h.v.e started to do this job on civil engineering equipments, technological equipments
Hiid part of the devices for scientific research.

4.3 Power Supply

We have completed al! the reno\ation and repair jobs on water, heating and air
umdilicning systems. Now we can basically ensure timely supply of water, heating and
tooling. Out institute has been chose*! as the Advanced Hygienic Unit by Shijingshan
;-.:!;!oi). .-in buik'i room has been chosen as the Advanced Boiler Room by Ihe city
government.

\\>: Ijaw. r.jinplrled i.he installation and •<-.Taniirsioiung of two »_>800frV i loaded and
ullage adjustable system which ensured tiic quality of power sypply for BEPC ami

'.'"Jrsr&u'l the iiiiier communication network.

The management of water and elects icily consumption was also strengthened with
obvious results, for the whole year we saved 100,000 kWH of electricity and 220,000
tons of water.

4.4 Capital Construction

As the BEPC Project approached its end, a lot of remaining problems were waiting
tn he solved. Ir the past year we have completed the remaining work for 100 engineering
itoras During the shut down of BEPC, we finished the installation of shielding block.'..
The No.4 residential building was completed.

4.5 Administration

tias project had started with the main tubes from outside being connected to the
new tubes. With the pre- and distribution of Nos. 4 and 5 buildings (12000m2) more
thin 200 families got new apartments. As a result the living conditions of the intellec-
tuals and other workers of the institute have been improved.



We also strengthened education on traffic safety and vehicle management.

We had arranged physical examination for all our staff and special examination for
those who had access to radioactive work.

We tried our best to green our environment and pay attention to the education of
loving the motherland and hygiene, hence we were chosen as the advanced unit by the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

We fully completed our birth control plan and was chosen as the advanced unit by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

We completed volunteer donation of blood and was chosen as the advanced unit by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the city government.
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1. Papers Published in Scientific Periodicals, Books
and Conference Proceedings

Xu Daoyi, Zjamg Qinwen, Sun Yiyin, Chai Cao Zhijun, Shen Jianping, Li Guanlie
Zhifang, He Jinwen
Astrogeological Events in China
Scottish Academy Press, London, Newyork,
1989

The role of nucleon-nucleon short-range corre-
lations in the nuclear structure function in the
x > 1 region
Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989) 199-
204

ALEPH Collaboration
D. DeCamp, B. Deschizean, J.-P, Lees, M-N
Minard, J.M. Crespo, M. Delefino, E. Fernan-
dez, M. Martinez, R. Miquel, M.L. Mir, S. Or-
ten, A. Pacheco, J.A. Perlas, E. Tuban
M.G. Catanesi, M.De Palma, A. Farilla, G.
Iaselli, G. Maggi, A. Mastrogiacomo, S. Natali,
S. Nuzzo, A. Ranieri, G. Raso, F. Romano, F.
Ruggoero, G. Selvaggi, L. Silvestris, P. Tem-
pesta, G. Zite
Y. Chen, D. Huang, J. Lin, T. Ruan, T. Wang,
W. Wu, Y. Xie, D. Xu, R. Xu, J. Zhang, W.
Zhao et al
Determination of the number of light neutrino
species
Phys. Lett. B 231(1989) 519-529

R. Brandt, Cui Wanhua
Search for new phenomena in high energy
heavy-ion
Nucl. Tracks & Radiation Measurement
15(1989) 883

Buckley, C , H. Rarback, R. Alforgue, Shu
Deming et al
Soft .X-ray imaging with 35 period undulator
at the NSLS
Rev. Sci. and Instrument 60(1989) 2444-2447

Chai Zhifang, Mao Xueying, Ma Shulan
Neutron activation studies of the geochemical
behaviors of 26 elements in deep-sea drill core
sediments from the Indian Ocean
Chinese J. Geochemistry 3(1989) 265-272

Chai Zhifang, Ma Shulan, Kong Ping et al
Geochemical anomaly across the O-S bound-
ary, Yichang, China and their implications
Meteoritics 23(1989) 263

Chai Zhifang, Ma Jianguo
Advances in activation analysis
Analytical Laboratory 8(1989) 52

Chai Zhifang, Mao Xueying, Ma Shulan, Kong
Ping et al
Iridium anomaly and its source at geological
boundaries
Advances in Comprehensive Study of Astron-
omy, Geology and Biology, Chinese Science
Press, 1989, p.41

Chai Zhifang, Mao Xueying, Ma Shulan et al
Elemental geochemical anomaly at Devonian-
Cerboniferrous boundary, Huangmao,
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Guangxi
Ada Geologica Sinica (1989) N.I, 50-58

Chen Kezhong, Jiang Huanqing
Multinucleon effect in the pion single charge

Cliai Zhifang, Kong Ping exchange reaction
Chemical speciation study of anomalous irid- High Energy Phys. & Nucl. Phys. 12(1988)
ium from K-T boundary 37-44
Meteoritics 23(1989) 269

Chen Wei
Chai Zhifang, Ma Shulan. Zhao Zhenghua. Derivation of chira.' gauge anomalies in canon -
Zhao Huilan et al icvd formalism
Neutron activation study of REE abundances High Energy Phys. & Nucl. Phys. 12(1989)
in biogenic apatite across the Cambriary Or- 297-302
devician boundary
Chinese Science Bulletin 34(1989) 856-859

Chen Wei
Alternative regularization scheme and confor-

Chai Zhifang, Mao Xueying, Ma Shulan et al mal anomaly strings
Gt:ochenrica! anomaly at the D/C boundary, High Energy Phys. & Nud. Phys. 12(1988)
Huanginao, Guangxi, China 379-386
Historical Biology 2(1980) 89-100

Chen Yuanbo, Dong Xuesheng, Huang Yinzhi,
Chen Bingru, Yang Shaojing, Yang Yinan, Li Dashi, Lin W^i, Liu Yuejun, Fan Zhaolmi.
Qian Qinfang Wu Weiinin. Yang Changyou, Zhang Binyun,
Content distribution of trace elements in coal Zhang Changchun, Zhao Weiren, Zhu Gu-
from Shanxi province osheng
Nucl. Electr. & Dei. Techn. 9(1989) 377-379 The BES on-line data analysis system

Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nud. 13(1989) 680

Chen Bingru, Yang Shaojing, Yang Yinan
Content distributions of As, Se, Cr, U and Th Cui Wanhua, Ke Wei, Zhou Jian, Lu Weichun,
in chinese coal samples R. Brandt
Environmental Science 10(1989) n.6, 23 Study on the interaction of 960AMeV 238/7

ions with light nuclei
Phys. Enrrg. Fcrt. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989} 299-

Cli^n Chang, Lu Yusheng, Yang Qingj'un ^ "
The .""<ng test of Ar - CO$ proportional
chambe under the strong source irradiation
Nucl. Eleclr. & Dei. Techn. 9(1989) 188-190 Cui Wanhua, Wang Shicheng et al

The production of nuclear track microfilter and
their applications

Chen Chaoqing, Li Rubai, Shi Huanzhang, Liu Nuci Tracks and Radiation Measurement
Rongguring, Feng Zhong, Wang Yaohui 15(1989) 767
Amplitude characteristics study of the sinaii
cylindrical drift chamber
Nucl. Electr & Dei. Techn. 9(1989) 48-51 Ding Linkai, Chi Xinyu, Zhu Qingqi, Jing
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Cailiu. Jing Guiru Implication of trace element distribution dur-
A Monle-Ca.'o generator of Chou-Yang Geo- ing meeting process of the Jilin chondrite (//s)
metrical Model Mrtcoritics 23(1989) 268
High Energy Phys. & Nucl. Phys. 12(1988)
329-336

Fang Hong, Feng Xizhang, Chai Zhifang,
Ouyang Ziyuan

Electron Linac Lab,. 1HEP, Academia Sinica. An aluminium-rich pyroxene in the Ningqiang
The 'iEQMeV section of BEPC 1 1/IAGcV chondrite (CV3) refractory
*.*e~ linac Proc. of52tk Annual Meeting ofInternational
High Energy Phys. & Nucl Pbys 12(1988) Mehroliie Soc. 1989, p.54
13-26

Fei Shaoming, Yu Yue
E.'viU-Ol Collaboration The BKS kernel of bosonic strings and path
Substantial dependence of the multiparticle integral
production relatiovistic heavy-ion interactions Phyn. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989) 334-
Fhss. Rev. IHI (WSO) 33s

EM'r-01 Collaboration I 'e n g SongiK Li Yonggui, Zhang Pinghua
H.«.pidity densities MI lr.c> ll\t<.U;:>i;-i i:i • :• u A r.tw cxpoii;,ieat to test the fifth force using
•,is\ 200AGeV 3 25 interactions wii'u Au and Jjuĵ .r twin frequency and (wo blocks
Ajr, Br nuclei />oc. of XII Intern. Conf. -n Grcvtty and
Phil-,. Lett B (1989) Relativists Theoi-y 1989, 7

EMU-01 Collaboration GAO Wenxiu, Lin Shuzi. Xu Zhiqing, Shen
Target nucleus fragmentation ht JfiO B»nwei, Fang Cheng, Gu Sbudi, Wang Pei!
+(Ag,Br) interaction at 200AGeV j a ng ] jju Jiawei
Phys. Rev. Lett. (1989) On-line testing of 8 tube muon module for Bei-

jing Spectrometer
Phys. Erurg. Fort. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989)289-

£MU-01 Collaboration 292
A study of recoil protons in ultra-relativis'-ir
\vt: Icuf-Kucleus collisions
I-Kya. Lett 3 (19SD) Hadror CnioriH-Her Group

The mass production experiences of propor-
tional chamber

Fan Qinmin, Zhong Ming Nucl. Electr. & Det. Techn. 9(1989) 373-376
The use of numerical calcMJafion in the analy-
sis of standardless thick target PIXE
High Energy Phys. & Nucl. Phys. 12(1988) H a n S o n g j H u a n g zhongxiang, Yang Ruiying
*Lv-116 REE characteristics of the garnets in granulites

from Jining group, lnuer Mongolia
Aria Ptirclogica it Minr.rukgica 2(1989) 1?3-

I•-.:•>?, Hong, Chai Zbifang, -Vlao Xneying, WR 180
, Ouyang Ziyuan, X\<-: Houg^ii
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Hao Wei, Lu Changguo, Que Youkun, Zhou
Yuehua
A trigger scheme for cosmic ray experiment
with a simple-and-hold system
Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989) 293-
297

He Kaiyuan et al, He Yongshu
Effect
of cold rolling on the magnetic properties of
amorphous alloy (/teo.25JVio.
Proc. of ICPA-8, p. 378

He Yongshu et al
Positron annihilation study of defect in ther-
moelastic montensite transformation of Cu-
base shape memory alloy
Chinese Science Bulletin 34(1989) 1600

HUB g Chaohui, Jiang Huanqing
Octapole deformation effect in pion scattering
from weJl-deformed nuclei
Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nucl 13(1989) 116-
119

Huang chaohui, Wang Dean, Ma Weihsing
The quark degrees of freedom in high energy
composite particle scattering
Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989) 535-
538

Huang Maorong et al
Studies of/?-phase in Co-Ga binary systems by
positron annihilation
Ada Metallurgica Sinica Bl(1989) 87-91

He Yonshu, Gu Hua, Yang Juhua et al
Variation of microstructural defects in marten-
site of Cu-base shape memory alloys
Proc. of ICPA-8, P. 398

Huang Maorong, Gu Hua, Zhang Yuming
Study on types of solid solution on Al-Ni bi-
nary system by positron annihilation
Chinese Science Bulletin 34(1989)

He Yudong, Wang Guangjun et al
On the geometrical picture of multiparticle
production in high energy hadron-hadron col-
lisions
Europhys. Lett.9(1989) 615

Huang Maorong, Gu Hua, Wang Yunyu et al
Study on KCI colorated center crystal by
positron annihilation
Proc. of ICPA-8, Gent Belgium, Aug.29-Sept.
3, 1988, p.848

He Yudong, Wang Guangjun, Zhu Qingqi
A new empirical regularity in rapidity distribu-
tions of high energy multiparticle productions
Chinese Phys. Lett.6(1989) 293

He Yudong, Zhu Qingqi, Huo Anxiang
Interpretation of azimuthal anisotropical
gamma-family events
Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. JVuc/.13(1989) 293-
297
Nigh Energy Fkys. & Nucl. Phys. 13(1989)
125-130

Huang Maorong, He Yongshu, Gu Hua, Wang
Yunyu et al
Study of Gd3Ga5Oi2 crystal dopped with
Ca++by positron annihilation
Proc. of ICPA-8, P. 881

Huang Tao
A consistent analysis for the quark condensate
in QCD
Proc. of the Heavy Flavor Workshop
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Huang Tao
Hadronic wavefunctions and physical processes
Nucl. Phys.(Proc. Supp/.J7B(1989) 320

Huang Tao, Huang Zheng
Quantum chromodynamics in background
fields
Phys. flei>.D39(1989) 1213

Huang Tao, Huang Zheng
Non-perturbative corrections to the bound
state equation in QCD
Comm. in Theor. i%s.ll(1989) 479-488

Huang Tao, Huang Zheng, Zhang Zhiqin
Non-perturbative effects on the Wilson coeffi-
cient and the A / = 1/2 rule in kaon decay
Phys. #et>.D40(1989) 3627

T. Hyodo, M. Kakimoto, Zhang Tianbao et al
Relaxation of the momentum distribution of
free P, atoms interaction with silica fine par-
ticles
Proc. of ICPA-8p.879

Y.C. Jean, Wang Yunyu
Effect of pressure on structure of amine-cured
Epoxy polymer study by P,
Proc. of ICPA8, p.787

Jiang Huanqing
The new developments and future direction in
pion-nucleus physics
JV«c/.7ecAn.l2(1989) 451-456

Jiang Huanqing, Li Yangguo
Surface production of H particles in p-A colli-
sions
High Energy Phys. & Nucl. /%«.12(1989)387-
392

Jiang Huanqing, Zou Bingsong
Short-range contribution to the pion-nucleus
double charge exchange reaction due to quark-
ant iquark annihilation
Nucl. Phys.A496(1989) 739

Jiang Xiangdong, Zhou Xianjian
Finite N = 1 supersymmetric theories of clas-
sical groups
Phys. Lett. B216(1989)160

M. Kakimoto, T. Hyodo, T. Chiba, T. Aka-
hana, Zhang Tianbao
O-P conversion of P, in Oi studied by ACAR
method
Proc. ofICPA-8, p.755

M. Kakimoto, Y. Nagashime, Zhang Tianbao
et al
Slowing down of P3 in gases
Proc. of ICPA-8, p.737

Kong Ping, Chai Zhifang
Phase analysis procedure for study of Ir species
in geological samples
Rock and Mineral Ana!ysis8(1989) 245-249

Kong Ping, Chai Zhifang
Studies on chemical speciation of anomalous
Indium at K/T boundary
Proc. of 52th Annual Meeting of International
Meteolite Soc, p. 120

Kong Ping, Chai Zhifang
A new quantitative radiochemical separation
procedure to detemine Ir at lO~12g/g level in
geological samples by a long chain primary
amine extraction
JRNC, articlesl30(1989)321-331

Kang Tiesheng, Zhai Pengji, R. Spohr
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Calibration of Chaoyang No.l polycarbonate
plastic track detector for heavy ions
Nucl. Tracks 6 Radiation.
3/ea*uremen<15(1989)151

L3 Collaboration
Proportional chambers for the barrel hadroii
calorimeter of the L3 experiments
Nucl. Insir. & Methods A275(1989) 71-80

Li Guariglie. Shen Jianping, Cao Zhijun
The progress in the EMC effect
Progress sn Physics 9(1989) 273

Li Guanglic, Shen Jianping, Cao Zhijun
The recent progress ir.i liic EMC Effect
jVuti'. Tethn. 12(1050) 167

L3 Collaboration
A determination of the properties of the neii-
tra! intermediate vector boson Z°
Phys. Lett. B231(1989) cO9

Li Huautic
Th« gas ga:;i of proportional counting tube-:
Pkys Enny. Fort. Phyi. Nzcl 13(1989' 57

L3 Collaboration
Muon detection in the L3 experiment at LEP
Nuci Instr. & Methods A277(1989) 187

Lan Wenzhong, Lin Guodong, Sha Yin, Qian
Qinfang et al
Studies on the trace elemental contents during
healing after fracture
Chin. J. Orthopaedics

Li Jiajiping, Tang Yueii, Shao Beibei, Liu
Shudong, Zhang Zhengang, Qu Guoying
Intelligent environmental neutron and 7 mon-
itoring system
Chinese Phys. 9(1989) 135

Li Qingruvi
Large-scaie elastic scattering of 7r+ and K"
from !6O at 114MeV
High Energy Phys. & Nucl. Pi, vs. 12(1988)
293

Li Daolun, Wei Chenghan, Fan Qinmin, Liu
Yawen, Li Huhou
Investigation on surface composition of ancient
Sham mirrors
Nucl. Teckn. 12(1989) N.I, 32

Li Guanglie, K.F. Liu
Contribution of the energy-momentum distri-
bution of nucleons in nuclei to the EMC effect
Phys. Energ. Fort. Phys. Nucl. 13(1989) 42
High Energy Phys. & Nucl. Pkys.lZ(l9S9) 63

Li Shi
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